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ABSTRACT 
 
Proximity field Nano-Patterning (PnP) is a large-area interference lithography technique that is used to 
fabricate multi-dimensionally periodic micro-structures. Though a potent technique for 3D 
microfabrication that offers dual and superior advantage of scalable resolution and throughput, this 
technique has not seen broader adoption due to the lack of concerted design and fabrication strategies 
that would enable the ability to target, design for and fabricate functional structures. This work 
endeavors to address this critical gap. 
A broad genetic algorithm based inverse design technique is developed that allows the ability to design 
PnP experiments that can target any arbitrary structure. Furthermore, the technique of enhanced PnP 
(ePnP) and nano-indentation PnP (NI-PnP) are developed and demonstrated. ePnP serves to improve to 
address the gap between the different aspects of fabricability associated with a PnP design. NI-PnP is 
used as a method of fabricating gratings with multiple levels and/or complex topologies as an 
alternative to the more common bilevel gratings that are used as diffractive optical elements (DOE) for 
PnP. This move results in a significantly expanded 3D structure motif design space that can be exploited 
with the genetic algorithm based inverse design approach. Finally, PnP is used to demonstrate the 
fabrication of high quality chiral structures with sub-micron pitches – the first demonstration of chiral 
structures via PnP and the first repeatable demonstration with any form of interference lithography.  
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 Microfabrication of 3D Structures 
It would not be an overstatement to say that complex engineered three-dimensional (3D) structures 
patterned on micro- and nano-scales are ubiquitous in today’s technologically driven world. Besides 
lying at the heart of modern integrated circuits and microelectronics [1–5] they are critical for areas as 
far and diverse as energy storage [6–8], drug delivery [9], catalysis [10], photovoltaics [11,12], scaffolds 
for tissue-engineering [13,14], microfluidics [15] and sensors [16–18]. Single or multiperiodic 3D 
structures also find significant applications in various types of complex optical devices, including 
photonic crystals [19–23], plasmonic structures [24–29], metamaterials [30–38] and other structures 
designed via transformation optics [39–44]. All of these classes of photonic devices are based on 
complex nano-/micro-structures that are composed of multiple materials and a sampling of some of 
these can be seen in Figure 1.1. Though the boundaries between the aforementioned few categories can 
be very blurry vis-à-vis mode of operation, all of these endeavor to engineer and create novel 
electromagnetic behaviors and responses. 
Significant work has done into developing various techniques to fabricate the types of structures 
discussed above. These techniques are typically broken down into two categories – bottom-up and top-
down. Bottom-up techniques eschew patterning and rely on the ability of various types of building 
blocks to self-assemble [45–47]. Such techniques usually offer the advantage of high resolution and/or 
throughput. Features on the scale of a few nanometers (nm) [48] have been demonstrated, and large 
areas can be made at low cost due to the parallel nature of the technique. Such techniques are however 
limited in the variety or complexity of structures that can be created. Examples of this technique include 
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block copolymer templating [49,50], lyotropic liquid crystal templating [51,52] and colloidal assembly 
[46,47]. Top-down techniques rely heavily on patterning or lithography. Most commonly found in the 
semiconductor industry, precise layer matching across multiple lithographic steps [53,54] and/or 
laborious stacking [55,56] is required to fabricate complicated 3D structures. Combined with the serial 
nature of most lithographic techniques, such processes can become inefficient and expensive. However, 
driven by Moore’s Law [57], significant breakthroughs have been made by the modern microelectronics 
industry to lower the cost and increase the resolution of such techniques; something that has driven  
progress in other scientific/technological areas as well.  Examples of top-down techniques include 
electron-beam lithography (EBL) [1,2,54] and direct-laser writing (DLW) [58–62]. 
Interference lithography is another technique used to fabricate complex 3D structures [63]. It depends 
on the creation of an interference pattern between two or more optical fields coherent with each other 
that can be subsequently recorded in photosensitive materials. Though technically a top-down 
technique, it enjoys many advantages of bottom-down techniques – the most significant one of which is 
the parallel nature of the technique. It is uniquely capable of patterning large areas (as large as multiple 
mm2) in nearly instantaneous single exposures, while being compatible with existing integrated circuit 
fabrication techniques and infrastructure.  
1.2 Applications of Periodic 3D Structures 
1.2.1 Photonic Crystals 
Photonic crystals (PhC) are single- or multi-dimensionally periodic structures composed of materials of 
different refractive indices (schematically represented in Figure 1.2) [64]. With appropriately chosen 
materials and designs, a range of ‘forbidden’ frequencies/wavelengths – better known as the photonic 
bandgap (PBG) – is created. Photons with energies that lie within the PBG are not allowed to propagate. 
This photonic response of PhC is typically found to be at wavelengths close to the periodicity of the 
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structure used. Though such structures were originally proposed by Bykov in 1975 [65], photonic crystals 
became an area of active research after publications by Yablonovitch [19] and John [20] in 1987. While 
Yablonovitch’s goal was to control the radiative properties of materials, John was trying to introduce 
photon localization. PhCs find many ready applications. One-dimensional (1D) PhCs were already in wide 
use as distributed Bragg reflectors [66] and filters [67] even before the formalization of PhC as a 
concept. 2D PhCs find wide applications in photonic crystal fibers [68,69] and photonic crystal vertical-
cavity surface-emitting lasers (VCSELs) [70,71] among others. Applications for 3D PhCs include 
waveguides [72–74], optical switches [75] and optoelectronic devices [76].  
PhCs are often thought of/discussed as a photonic analog to semiconductors [77]. For a semiconductor, 
the atomic lattice creates a periodic potential for a propagating electron. An electronic bandgap opens 
up due to the Bragg-like diffraction created by the atomic lattice – a regime where the electron is 
forbidden from propagation in any direction. For PhCs, macroscopic dielectric media rather than the 
electrons create the periodic potential and the Bragg scattering. Schrödinger’s Equations that govern 
electrons are also now supplanted by Maxwell’s Equations for light [78,64]. In matter in linear media, 
they can be represented by: 
 
                      
  
  
 
                     
  
  
 
                
 
    
  
1.1)  
Provided sufficient refractive index contrast, a PBG can now be designed. The quality of the PBG is 
controlled largely by the refractive index contrast and symmetry of the structure. An example of two-
dimensional (2D) photonic band structure plot can be seen in Figure 1.3. The x-axis represents the 
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wavevector along the irreducible Brillouin zone for different frequencies normalized to the periodicity of 
the structure [79].  
1.2.2 Photonic Metamaterials 
Photonic metamaterials form a class of novel composite structures that exhibit electromagnetic 
properties not found in natural materials. They are typically composed of dense finely structured 
composite periodic building blocks that are much smaller than the wavelength of light for which the 
unique electromagnetic response is seen [31,80]. One of the most actively pursued metamaterials are 
structures that exhibit simultaneously negative permittivity and permeability, and are known as double 
negative metamaterials                       . There exist natural materials with negative 
permittivity (metals, doped semiconductors) and negative permeability (certain ferrites), but none that 
exhibit them simultaneously.  
The first theoretical proposals for double negative metamaterials came from Veselago in 1968 [81], but 
the field lay dormant till the mid-1990s when Pendry et al. [82,83] proposed using artificially structured 
materials to create those properties. Pendry proposed achieving this by using very thin metallic wires in 
a 3D wire mesh to simultaneously dilute the average concentration of electrons while considerably 
increasing the effective electron mass via self-inductance [82]. This created negative values of 
permittivity over a broad range below the effective plasma frequency (ωp) of the structure created. 
Negative magnetic permeability can be created by using a split ring resonator (SRR), which is composed 
of concentric split rings with openings in opposite directions [83]. They can be considered as an LC 
circuit with a characteristic resonant frequency (ω0) dependent on the geometry of the material. At 
frequencies centered on ω0, a strong magnetic moment is created by the SRR due to the strong 
circulating current generated by the EM wave. As this generated magnetic moment responds in or out of 
phase with the external magnetic field, negative permeability can be achieved. Schematics of these 
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structures and their responses can be seen in Figure 1.4. Materials that exhibit a negative refractive 
index             are known as negative index materials (NIM), and all double negative materials are 
NIM by nature.  The first NIMs were demonstrated in the microwave regime [84], and since there has 
been rapid progression of NIMs functional at ever shorter wavelengths still [32,84–88]. However, this 
movement has also made NIM considerably more lossy (most metals have plasmonic frequencies in the 
visible or the near infrared (IR)). This is an issue of significant concern that limits the practicality of 
metamaterials, and many novel methods are being considered to address this, including the particularly 
intriguing active loss compensation metamaterials [89]. Such proposed structures are based on 
incorporating optically pumpable dye molecules to compensate the losses incurred by the use of metals.                          
Chiral metamaterials form another class of interesting metamaterials. Chiral structures are defined as 
those that cannot be superimposed upon their own mirror image — examples of which include the 
glucose molecule and DNA — something which chiral metamaterials exploit to create novel 
electromagnetic behavior. Maxwell’s Equations for a chiral structure are updated to reflect a 
dimensionless chiral parameter    : 
              √      
   
 
    
   
   √      
    
 
1.2)  
The refractive index for such a structure is now given by       √          [90]. Here L/R represent 
left-handed and right-handed circularly polarized light respectively, and a negative refractive index can 
be achieved for one polarization of light if the nominal refractive index     √       is low enough and 
  is high enough.  Since simultaneously negative permittivity and permeability are not required to 
achieve the negative refractive index, design requirements are eased significantly. Examples of chiral 
metamaterials include a “Swiss roll” structure [36,91], rosette chiral metamaterials [90] and U-shaped 
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SRRs [92]. Another intriguing example of a chiral metamaterial was based upon a three-dimensional 
array of metallic helices [38,93]. Such structures function as a circular polarization analog to wire-grid 
polarizers, allowing one hand of circular polarization—the handedness that is counter to the 
handedness of the helix—to pass through nearly unattenuated while blocking the other.  
Though significant progress has been made in the area of photonic metamaterials over the last fifteen 
years or so, significant hurdles must be crossed before they can find practical real-world application. 
Ever more complex structures need to be fabricated at smaller size scales still to continue the march 
towards shorter wavelengths; several layers of structure must be fabricated to imitate bulk like material 
behavior; and losses associated with metals and other conductors need to be controlled. But perhaps 
most significantly, this needs to be done at low costs for large areas if metamaterials are to achieve 
practical significance in the real world.  
1.3 Fabrication of Periodic 3D Structures 
1.3.1 Direct Laser Writing (DLW) 
Often described as a 3D and photonic analog to electron-beam lithography (EBL), direct laser writing is a 
maskless lithographic technique that can be used to create nearly arbitrary 3D structures [58,94]. This is 
achieved by focusing down a pulsed laser beam as tightly as possible, and then rastering the focus in 3D 
in the shape of the desired structure. The fine resolution of this technique relies on the use of the 
nonlinear activation (typically two-photon absorption based) of the photoresist [95]. The technique’s 
ability to create near arbitrary 3D structures and its commercial availability makes it in principle the 
perfect 3D prototyping technique. Researchers have used it for various applications in areas such as 
nanophotonics [94], waveguides in 3D photonic crystals [96–98], cloaking [44], chiral 
metamaterials [38,93,99,100], and mechanical metamaterials [59] among others (representative 
examples in Figure 1.5). 
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It was originally believed that DLW was diffraction-limited, but there has been recent development to 
combine elements of stimulated-emission-depletion (STED) optical microscopy with DLW. With this 
STED-DLW approach [101] (and other similar variants [102–104]), the resolution limits have been 
stretched to lateral features of 100nm and axial features of 250nm [105]. Researchers have also recently 
claimed that STED-DLW is in principle diffraction-unlimited, and that new photoresist development will 
allow finer resolutions and feature sizes still [95]. The analogy with EBL also extends to the most 
significant limitation of the technique—its throughput. Similar to EBL, it is an excellent prototyping 
technique but not very amenable for high volume manufacturing due to its serial nature. In recent state-
of-the-field reviews [31,80], scientists have argued for low cost/high throughput fabrication techniques 
for photonic metamaterials. (STED-)DLW—though in many respects the best option currently available—
falls short of that ideal. 
1.3.2 Holographic Interference Lithography (HIL) 
Holographic Interference Lithography is a lithographic technique that is used to fabricate large areas of 
multidimensional periodic structures. This technique is based upon the creation of an interferogram by 
the superimposition of multiple coherent optical fields inside a photosensitive material where it can be 
recorded. Though the technique has been in common use to fabricate 1D and 2D diffraction gratings 
since at least the early 1980s [106], it became popular as a practical way of fabricating high quality 3D 
structures—mostly for photonic crystals—after the first 3D PhCs were made with this technique in 
2001 [63].  
Two beam interference to create 1D periodic structure is the simplest example of HIL. In this case, the 
periodicity of the grating fabricated is given by              , where   is the refractive index of 
the photoresist material used,   is the wavelength of the laser source and   is the half-angle between 
the beams. This can be now be extended to a three beam interference pattern that can create periodic 
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2D structures, and four beams or more which can create periodic 3D structures (Figure 1.6) [22]. All five 
2D Bravais lattice and all fourteen 3D Bravais lattice can be fabricated using HIL [107]. The lattice and 
the periodicity of the structure are dependent upon the wavelength of the laser, the photoresist 
material used and the physical angles of the interfering beams. The motif of the structure depends upon 
the previously listed parameters and also upon the polarizations and relative intensities of the beams. 
The intensity distribution created by the superimposition of any   beams can now be computed with 
this equation: 
 
        { ∑   
        [                 ] 
 
    
} 1.3)   
Here,     represents the complex field vector for beam  ,     its propagation vector, and     the phase 
difference between beams   and . It is worth noting here that the     term is irrelevant towards the 
final structure created when four beams or less are used; it only changes the lateral and axial position of 
the structure. However, strict control is needed when using five beams or more; something that not yet 
been achieved or demonstrated in a controlled fashion [108]. In fact, many interesting designs 
developed for high PBG structures via HIL [21,109–111] have been left on the design table because of 
this practical limitation of HIL. 
Typical HIL setups use a single laser source that split repeatedly with beam-splitters (usually polarizing) 
to create the multiple beams that are subsequently intersected at the point of exposure to create the 
interference pattern. The relative intensities and polarizations of the individual beams can be controlled 
by waveplates at appropriate locations. A picture of such a setup developed jointly in the Braun and 
Wiltzius labs can be seen in Figure 1.7 [22]. Despite the elaborate nature of such setups and their 
sensitivity to vibrations, they are capable of reproducibly producing high quality defect-free thick 3D 
structures (Figure 1.3c). HIL also offers superior 3D resolution to serial techniques such as DLW. 3D 
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structures with periodicities as small as 300nm have been demonstrated [98]. Though the direct 
polymer structures are not of great interest as PhCs due to the low refractive index contrast, they serve 
as excellent templates for inversion via electrodeposition [112], ALD [113], CVD [97,98] and MOCVD [76] 
among others. A sampling of such structures can be seen in Figure 1.8.  
1.4 Proximity Field Nano-Patterning (PnP) 
Proximity field Nano-Patterning (PnP) is a large-area low cost interference lithography technique that 
can be used to fabricate multi-dimensionally periodic micro-structures. A variant of HIL, this technique is 
fundamentally based on creating an interference pattern inside a thick film of photosensitive material by 
exposing it to some incident coherent optical field through an optical grating. Diffraction of the incident 
optical field occurs as it passes through the grating, leading to the creation of multiple beams. These 
diffracted fields and the non-diffracted (00th order) field create a periodic interference pattern inside the 
photosensitive material that can be subsequently recorded in the same. A schematic of this technique 
can be seen in Figure 1.9. Representative structures fabricated via PnP are shown in Figure 1.10. The 
interference pattern created and the structure recorded are dependent upon the optical grating, the 
optical field of exposure and material properties of the photosensitive material used. The similarities 
between PnP and HIL also extends to their compatibility with the various aforementioned inversion 
techniques.  
PnP was first demonstrated by Divliansky and coworkers [114] in 2001 when they demonstrated a 3D 
hexagonal structure in SU8 photoresist. Their optical grating comprised of three individual 1D gratings at 
120° to each with an opening in the center. Though promising and very innovative, the structures 
fabricated did not compare favorably with those fabricated by the then state-of-the-art of HIL. Perhaps 
the most significant breakthrough for PnP came in 2004 [15] from Rogers and coworkers where they 
demonstrated the use of large area microstructured PDMS stamps as conformal phase masks that could 
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be used with a variety of light sources and photosensitive materials. The advantages of their 
implementation lay in the fact that the masters for the PDMS stamps were made using traditional 
semiconductor lithography techniques, and could be used to make many PDMS stamps, which 
themselves could also be used multiple times before requiring replacement. Large areas of 3D structures 
could now be fabricated reliably and reproducibly via PnP. Subsequent years saw much activity in the 
area as new variants of PnP, such as nanoimprint PnP [115], were developed. In nano-imprint PnP, 
microstructured PDMS stamps were used to micromold the surface of the photoresist material. These 
self-contained masks increased design room available, allowed access to other geometries and created 
better structures (due to higher intensity contrast observed inside the photoresist and significantly 
decreased susceptibility to vibrations). As mentioned earlier, the structure created via a PnP experiment 
depends upon the diffractive optical element (DOE) used, the refractive index of the photosensitive 
material used, and the properties of the optical field of exposure (bandwidth, polarization and angle of 
incidence). Perhaps the most elegant way of describing this technique is based on the concept of Talbot 
imaging. Originally observed by Talbot  [116] and later examined more closely by Rayleigh  [117], a 
grating when illuminated by some electromagnetic wave reimages itself repeatedly periodic distances 
away for the surface. It was calculated and demonstrated that for a ruled-line (1D) grating, this repeat 
distance was represented by   : 
 
   
 
(   √  (
 
 )
 
)
 
1.4)  
Here,   is the wavelength of illumination and   the periodicity of the ruled grating. This equation rounds 
off to the more common form of      
    when   is small compared to  . The image also 
reappears laterally shifted and phase shifted halfway between the direct Talbot images. A schematic of 
this can be seen in Figure 1.11.  
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Such treatments can also be extended to any arbitrary multi-dimensional grating. As an example, we will 
inspect the case of a square 2D grating that will be exposed to some incident optical field.   will refer to 
the periodicity of this grating,   to the refractive index of the underlying material, and    the 
wavelength of exposure. For convenience, we will also define a term    √   . The lattice vectors and 
the reciprocal vectors can now be represented as: 
      [          ] 
     [        ] 
1.5)  
 
    
 
   
  
 
 [    ⁄  
 
 ⁄   ] 
   
  
 
 [     ⁄  
 
 ⁄   ] 
1.6)  
 
Since the incident normal wavevector can be defined as                  , the profiles of the 
diffracted beams can be represented by: 
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By conservation of momentum (|   |  
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The fundamental Talbot repeat length is decided by the interaction between the zeroth and first orders 
of diffraction, and is determined to be: 
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For the pqth diffraction order to propagate,    
     If the following condition is satisfied, only the 
zeroth and the first orders of diffraction will propagate: 
  
√ 
⁄  
  
  
   1.10)  
In this case, the structure recorded will have a face-centered tetragonal (FCT) lattice represented by 
lattice constants a and c. The lattice and the reciprocal vectors of such a lattice are represented by: 
      ⁄  [       ] 
     ⁄  [      
 
 ⁄ ] 
     ⁄  [      
 
 ⁄ ] 
1.11)  
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      ⁄  [         ⁄ ] 
1.12)  
Closer comparison with the propagating vectors reveals the following key relationships: 
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) 1.13)  
  
     ⁄  1.14)  
Relations and derivations such as the ones just discussed can be easily used to target and design the 
lattice of the structure that will be created by PnP. Designing the motif of the structure, on the other 
hand, is significantly more complex. The lack of concerted design and fabrication strategies for PnP has 
significantly hindered its widespread adoption; this is disappointing especially considering its readiness 
in other aspects. Nanoimprint lithography can be readily used to create the DOE for PnP, and significant 
work has been done to adapt nanoimprint lithography for mass manufacturing [118–121]. Notably, 
13 
 
nanoimprint lithography is present on SEMATECH’s roadmap for future nodes [122]. Though present 
largely as a hedge against extreme ultraviolet (EUV) optical lithography, its presence right next to block 
copolymer lithography and EBL does indicate its potential for widespread adoption. The optics and 
chemistry utilized by PnP are very straightforward compared to some of the more elaborate immersion 
lithography tools currently used and extreme ultraviolet lithography tools under active consideration. 
Furthermore, PnP is amenable to being used with novel high refractive index photoresist 
directly [123,124]. This allows for one step fabrication of high quality functional structures without 
additional inversion steps. These combined with its deep resolution capabilities, I believe, make PnP one 
of the most compelling 3D manufacturing techniques available, and its widespread adoption has been 
limited only by the availability of a broad design and fabrication toolkit. This is the gap that I will try to 
address in subsequent chapters. 
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1.6 Figures 
 
Figure 1.1: a) Scanning electron micrograph (SEM) of four-layer split ring resonator structure (adapted 
from [30]), b) SEM of 3D carpet cloak structure (adapted from [44]), c) SEM of polymeric 3D PhC 
fabricated via interference lithography (adapted from [22]), and d) SEM of 3D NIM (adapted from [32]). 
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Figure 1.2: Schematic of a) one-, b) two- and c) three-dimensional photonic crystals (adapted from [64]). 
 
 
          
Figure 1.3: Photonic band-structure for a hexagonal lattice of air cylinders in a dielectric matrix (ε = 13) 
for TE and TM polarizations. The presence of a complete photonic bandgap is indicated by the yellow 
band (adapted from [34]). 
a) b) c)
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Figure 1.4: Basic metamaterial structures to implement artiﬁcial electric and magnetic responses. a) 
Period wires arranged in a simple cubic lattice. b) Eﬀective permittivity of wire media acting as dilute 
metals. c) Schematic of split ring resonators. d) Eﬀective permeability of SRRs around the resonant 
frequency (adapted from [80]). 
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Figure 1.5: Structures made with DLW a) Bi-chiral structures (adapated from [100]) and b) Negative 
poisson ratio structures (adapted from [59]). 
 
                     
Figure 1.6: Schematic of multi-dimensional interference patterns created via holographic interference 
lithography (adapted from [22]). 
a) b)
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Figure 1.7: 4 Beam holographic interference lithography setup. Waveplates are marked by red dots, and 
beamsplitters by blue dots (adapted from [22]). 
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Figure 1.8: Structured made via HIL inverted into a) Cu2O via electrodeposition (adapted from [110]), 
and b) GaAs via MOCVD (adapted from [76]). 
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Figure 1.9: Schematic of fabrication of periodic 3D structures via conformal phase mask PnP (adapted 
from [15]). 
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Figure 1.10: Characteristic structures fabricated via PnP. 
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Figure 1.11: Talbot imaging through a grating. 
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CHAPTER 2 
EXPERIMENTAL AND SIMULATION METHODS 
 
2.1 Two-Photon Proximity Field Nano-Patterning  
2.1.1 Two-Photon Activation 
As the name suggests, two-photon PnP is based upon the two-photon activation of the photosensitive 
material for recording the interference pattern created by a PnP experiment. This process occurs upon 
the simultaneous absorption of two photons via a virtual intermediary stage to activate the photoactive 
compound (Figure 2.1) [1–3]. The cross-section associated with this nonlinear process is very small 
compared to the linear one-photon variant, and the probability of absorption here is proportional to the 
square of the intensity. This results in significantly sharper turn-on and turn-offs for photoactivation – an 
effect exploited extensively in DLW to achieve better lithographic resolution [4,5]. Though PnP is 
compatible with one photon processes and various light sources [6–8], two-photon PnP offers two 
major advantages over the one-photon variant: better interference contrast and larger mask feature 
sizes. The contrast is a key metric that dictates the quality of recording of the interference pattern inside 
a photoresist material. Usually represented as         ⁄ , the contrast observed for a two-photon 
system effectively becomes the square of this. This gain is particularly significant when working with 
complex DOE and structural motifs that are associated with low diffraction efficiencies and contrasts. 
The other key advantage lies in DOE fabrication. As discussed in chapter 1, for a given lattice type 
        ⁄   Since there are practical lower bounds associated with all mask making techniques, using a 
longer wavelength light source for two-photon PnP will allow for DOE with at least 4X more design 
room. Towards this end, a custom two-photon PnP setup was developed for the work presented in this 
thesis.  
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2.1.2 Optical Setup 
The most critical aspect of any PnP setup is the light source. The light source used for this setup was a 
single stage regeneratively amplified Ti:Sapphire laser with a cryogenically cooled crystal (Wyvern 1000; 
KM Labs, Boulder, CO) adjustable in the  –      range with         . The amplifier was pumped 
with a Nd:YLF laser operating at      . The seed was provided via a mode-locked tunable Ti:Sapphire 
oscillator (Griffin; KM Labs, Boulder, CO). The oscillator uses prism based dispersion compensation that 
allows it to produce pulses with FWHM as short as     .   
However, pulses this short are not ideal for PnP experiments. There are two reasons associated with 
this: broad spectral bandwidth and temporal beam walkoff. Short pulses have a broad optical spectrum 
(as wide as 100nm from the oscillator). These different wavelengths are diffracted differently by the 
DOE leading to significant blurring of the interference pattern created. Also, an interference pattern is 
only created in the regions when all the beams (all diffracted and the 0/00th transmitted order) overlap 
spatially and temporally. The spatial overlap is primarily contingent upon the sizes of the DOE and the 
beam, but the temporal overlap is controlled primarily by the pulse profile of the light source and the 
nature of DOE. As the different orders of diffracted beams traverse different optical paths, the Gaussian 
pulses gradually stop overlapping. A schematic of this can be seen in Figure 2.2. This leads to a gradual 
loss of contrast with distance away from the DOE. The exact extent of the depth of patterning is 
determined by the pulse profile, the angles with the z-axis associated with the different orders of 
diffraction and the intrinsic contrast associated with that particular PnP experiment. Typically, pulse 
widths with FWHM of 100fs or greater (corresponds to 8nm bandwidth) are needed to pattern 15μm or 
deeper (assuming a triangular shaped pulse). For more rigorous studies, these parameters can also be 
factored into FDTD simulations (discussed later in this chapter) and observed in simulations. 
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The manufacturer provided option was to use custom filters to selectively cut down the bandwidth, but 
that led to significant loss of oscillator power that made seeding the amplifier and consequently reliable 
operation of the system difficult. The narrowest filter available had a FWHM of 10nm (~85fs pulses), and 
the compressor that followed the regenerative amplification cavity had to be detuned (introducing 
temporal chirp to the beam) in order to obtain longer pulses. In order to achieve better control over the 
oscillator bandwidth, custom slits were installed in the oscillator. Two slits on unidirectional linear 
translation stages were positioned on either side of the first of the two prisms in the oscillator cavity 
(Figure 2.3). The oscillator is designed such that the various wavelengths within the mode-locked pulse 
are spatially dispersed across this first prism. This allows the bandwidth to be controlled by blocking 
unwanted wavelengths with sub-nm precision using the slits and the inbuilt spectrometer in the 
oscillator (Figure 2.4).  
Post-amplification, the final beam was characterized using a Frequency-resolved Optical Gating system 
(FROG Scan, MesaPhotonics, Santa Fe, NM). FROG is an optical characterization method used to 
measure the profiles of ultrasfast pulses in both time and frequency domains [9]. This technique 
involves using a beamsplitter to split the beam into two parts that are then overlapped in a nonlinear 
medium as the time-lag between the two pulses is changed. The resultant pulse is observed with a 
spectrometer. These observed scans can then be decoded via phase-retrieval algorithms to reveal the 
final pulse profile. A FROG trace can be seen in Figure 2.5. This trace was created by pulses post-
amplification created from the oscillator seed shown in Figure 2.4. The FROG trace also indicates the 
pulse shape, and can be used to detect and correct the presence of any temporal chirp. As expected, the 
final pulse obtained has only a slightly broader optical bandwidth associated with it. With this alteration, 
the setup allowed for clean pulses without chirp with FHWM customizable in the 45–180fs range.  
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The PnP setup after the light source is relatively straightforward. The beam is directed via mirrors 
through a half waveplate and a quarter waveplate to the sample holder where samples are placed for 
exposure. The light source is horizontally polarized coming out of the laser, and the two waveplates can 
be used to achieve any arbitrary elliptical polarization for exposure. A schematic of this setup is shown in 
Figure 2.6. Furthermore, the two-photon dosage can be quantified using the following equation [10]†: 
 
        
      
               
           
 2.1) 
The beam at the point of exposure had a diameter of    . The system was principally operated 
with            and                       was typically set to        The dosage was largely 
controlled via     . Optimal dosages for a PnP experiment were dependent upon various factors 
including (but not limited to) optical mode quality, DOE design, contrast, substrate and photoresist 
processing conditions.   
2.1.3 Alignment 
The most significant aspect of alignment of the PnP system was ensuring optimal and repeatable 
operation of the light source. After the system was powered on and cooled down/warmed up, the 
following steps were performed: 
 Oscillator: Pulses from the oscillator were checked for stability. The seeding was optimized by 
adjusting key mirrors for maximizing overlap of oscillator beam with the amplifier mode. These 
steps were performed via photodiodes, power meter and an oscilloscope. 
 Amplifier cavity optimization: An electronically controlled mirror was adjusted to obtain 
maximum power for a given pump setting. 
                                                          
†        is the energy carried by each pulse,       the FWHM of the pulse,   the repetition rate of the 
pulses from the amplifier,   the area of the beam and      is the time of exposure. 
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 Pockel cell alignment: The output from the amplifier was checked for the presence of pre- and 
post-pulses via an oscilloscope. These were minimized by adjusting the two Pockel cell quarter 
waveplates, and – if needed – the alignment of the Pockel cell itself.   
 Compression: To optimize the compression, a converging lens was used to focus the output in 
air. The high intensity pulses ionize the air around the focal point of the beam. The electronically 
controlled compressor gratings were adjusted till the maximum ionization was seen and heard.   
 FROG: The final output was characterized (pulse width and chirp) and verified using the FROG.  
2.2 Photoresist 
2.2.1 SU-8 Photoresist 
SU-8 is an epoxide-based chemically amplified photoresist that was first developed by IBM in the late 
1980s [11,12]. The resist comprises three major parts: Bisphenol A Novolak epoxide oligomer(EPON® 
Resin SU-8), a solvent (originally gamma-butyrolactone, but cyclopentanone in current commercial 
formulations) and triarylsulfonium hexaﬂuroantimonate salt (    
      
 )as photoacid generator 
(PAG) [12]. The solvent concentration is decided by the desired viscosity of the solution and the PAG 
concentration can be up to 10 wt%. The photoresist was designed for high solubility of the resin in the 
solvents leading to the ability to create thick films of patternable photoresist (as thick as 300μm in a 
single spincoat). Because of its versatility and ability to record high aspect-ratio structures, this resist has 
enjoyed significant popularity and widespread adoption. Though the resist was primarily designed as a 
negative-tone photoresist that is activated by ultraviolet (UV) radiation, it can also be adapted as a 
positive-tone resist for X-ray [13,14] and electron-beam lithographies [15,16]. Furthermore, this 
photoresist can be made sensitive to radiation in the visible by adding different sensitizers [8,17–19]. 
SU-8 can also be used a two-photon activated photoresist, and no additional sensitizers need to be 
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added in order to achieve that [20–22]. Some key physical properties of SU-8 photoresist are listed in 
table 2.1: 
Table 2.1: Physical Properties of SU-8 Photoresist (adapted from [20]) 
Property Value 
Young’s modulus,   (post-bake at 95°C)          
Young’s modulus,   (hard bake at 200°C)                
Biaxial modulus of elasticity,  (    )⁄                 
Film Stress (post-bake at 95°C)          
Maximum Stress (hard bake at 200°C)       
Friction coefficient (post-bake at 95°C)      
Glass transition temperature   (unexposed)        
Glass transition temperature   (fully cross-linked)         
Degradation temperature (fully cross-linked)         
Thermal expansion coefficient (post-bake at 95°C)            ⁄  
Polymer shrinkage upon crosslinking      
 
SU-8 when used natively as a photoresist is a negative tone resist – exposed areas/regions of higher 
optical dosage are left behind at the end, while the unexposed/regions of lower optical dosage are 
removed. Upon exposure, a latent image of an initiator-coinitiator complex is created in the exposed 
regions. This photoacid is created by the photolytic cleavage of an      bond and acts as the proton 
donor for the cationic polymerization. Figure 2.7 shows the reaction of this photoacid with the epoxide 
groups that starts the polymerization process. SU-8 is a chemically amplified photoresist by virtue of the 
fact that no photoacid is consumed during initiation of the polymerization reaction, and that a single 
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photoacid can initiate multiple reactions  [20,23]. It is also worth noting here that SU-8 autopolymerizes 
when exposed to temperature of       or higher.  
 
2.2.2 SU-8 Processing 
For two-photon PnP, commercial SU-8 (2000 Series; MicroChem Corp., Newton, MA) is used without any 
additives. The general processing steps for this are outlined below: 
 Substrate Preparation: A glass slide is cleaned with acetone and IPA, and a thin film of SU-8 
(~500nm) is spun-coat on. The substrate is baked at 95°C for 20 minutes, exposed under a long 
wave UV lamp for 20 minutes and then baked again at 95°C for 20 minutes. This polymerizes 
the thin film of SU-8, which now acts as an adhesion promoter for the subsequent film of 
thicker SU-8 in which the interference pattern will be recorded. Alternate substrate 
preparations can be used in lieu of such ‘adhesion layers’. Those will be discussed with cases 
apropos. 
 Spin-Coating: SU-8 20XX.X is spun-coat on the substrate prepared. Here XX.X refers to the 
formulation of SU-8 that will spincoat roughly XX.X μm of material when used with the 
manufacturer prescribed recipe. The photoresist is spun at 500rpm (100rpm/second ramp-up) 
for 5-10seconds, and then at 2000rpm (200rpm/second ramp-up) for 30seconds. 
 Pre-Bake:  The film prepared is set on a stainless steel plate which is kept on a hot-plate at 65°C 
for 10 minutes, and then moved to another hot-plate at 95°C for 25 minutes. The film is then 
allowed to cool for 5 minutes before any subsequent steps. 
 DOE Preparation: Different ways of creating DOEs are explored in this work and details will be 
provided at appropriate locations. 
 Exposure: See section 2.1.2. 
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 Post-Bake: Optimal post-bakes varied depending on the structure, the interference contrast, 
exposure dosage and substrate used among other factors. This step served to polymerize the 
regions where the latent photoacid image was created during the exposure through a DOE. 
 Development: After the post-bake, the sample was allowed to cool to room temperature. The 
sample was placed in a petri dish full of propylene glycol methyl ether acetate (PGMEA) for 30 
minutes. It was then placed in another dish of fresh PGMEA for about 10 minutes. The 
uncrosslinked SU-8 dissolves out and the crosslinked SU-8 swells during this process. The 
sample is then placed in isopropanol (IPA) – a poor solvent of SU-8 – to deswell the 3D 
structure. 
 Drying: The samples were carefully dried by gently blowing N2 over the sample. Care was taken 
to ensure that condensate was not created on the sample during this process. 
2.3 Simulation Methods 
2.3.1 Finite-Difference Time-Domain Simulations 
Finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) is a computational technique for finding solutions to the time 
derivative parts of Maxwell’s equations (Equation 1.1)). First proposed in the late 1960s [24], this 
technique is based on the division of the computational space into a finely spaced grid now commonly 
known as the Yee Lattice. In such a lattice, the electric field grid is offset spatially and temporally by half 
a pixel from the magnetic field grid. These grids are used to obtain update equations for computing the 
present fields in terms of part fields. Such update equations are then used repeatedly in a leap-frog 
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scheme to incrementally and alternately calculate the electric and magnetic fields as time-steps advance 
forward  [25–27]‡.  
Since this treatment is applied in the time domain, nonlinear and impulsive behaviors of any 
electromagnetic system are modeled natively and accurately. Furthermore, the use of an impulse as 
excitation allows for the coverage of a wide range of frequencies in a single run. The technique is readily 
compatible with massively parallel systems and does not use linear algebra, thereby allowing for easy 
application to large and complex problems. However this technique can be very expensive 
computationally. FDTD finds extensive applications by virtues of the fact that it is not restricted to 
solving only certain classes of problems. Areas of application for FDTD include areas as wide as 
photonics [27], antennas [28], wireless communications [29] and geosensing [30]. 
Here, FDTD is used in this thesis to simulate the optical response of periodic 3D nanostructures. PnP (or 
its hereby developed variants) would be used to either create such structures directly or would be used 
to create the 3D template for inversion into other materials. Most of the work was presented here was 
done using a commercial FDTD package (FDTD Solutions, Lumerical Solutions Inc., B.C., Canada). It is 
worth noting here that though FDTD is the best technique available to address the issue at hand, it is by 
no means infallible. Artifacts arising from poorly defined computational cells or incorrectly defined 
material properties can arise if simulation parameters are not carefully and monitored. Furthermore, 
the technique is not ideal when dealing with highly resonant structures that display very sharp or abrupt 
spectral responses. The technique is still potent for qualitatively determining the location and behavior 
of such responses [31].  
                                                          
‡ For a given FDTD problem, the time-step is given by       . Here    is the spatial resolution 
associated with the grid, and the Courant factor         √              ⁄  
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The general design of a computational cell for simulating the behavior of a 3D structure is shown in 
Figure 2.8. Cartesian coordinates are used, and the structure to be simulated is chosen so that it periodic 
in X- and Y-directions in order to implement periodic boundary conditions — critical for feasible 
computations. All other elements in the computational cell are also designed with X- and Y- periodic 
conditions. A source, whose bandwidth and the polarization is a simulation parameter, is placed above 
the structure for excitation. Energy monitors are placed above the source for monitoring the reflection 
and below the 3D structure for the transmission. Furthermore, perfectly matched layers (PMLs) are 
placed above and below the reflection and transmission monitors respectively. These are artificially 
defined materials that are designed to absorb all incident radiation without creating any reflection.  
2.3.2 Rigorous Coupled-Wave Analysis Simulations 
Rigorous coupled wave analysis (RCWA) is one very efficient method for modeling the behavior of sub-
wavelength gratings  [32–34]. This non-iterative and deterministic technique achieves the exact solution 
to Maxwell’s equations for diffraction gratings by expanding the electromagnetic fields and the 
permittivity function of the grating into Fourier series  [35–37]. A schematic of this for a 1D grating is 
shown in Figure 2.9. The permittivity function of the grating can be represented as a Fourier series of 
this form§: 
 
 ( )   ∑  
 
      (   
   
 
) 2.2) 
The incident electric field can be represented as: 
             [      (                  )] 2.3)  
Consequently, the solutions for regions   and    can be represented by: 
                                                          
§    is the h
th Fourier component,   is the angle of incidence and   is the pitch of the grating. Regions   
and    are the regions above and below the grating respectively. 
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Here,    and    are the solutions for the i
th reflected and transmitted diffracted orders. The magnetic 
fields in these regions can now be obtained using Maxwell’s equations, and boundary conditions set to 
set up an algebraic eigenvalue problem to evaluate    and   .  
The accuracy of this method depends on the number of Fourier terms used in expansion. Though very 
efficient and accurate for simple low medium refractive index grating problems, this method does 
suffer some drawbacks. The permittivity function for multi-level is defined in a stratum-by-stratum 
fashion as shown in Figure 2.10. When dealing with gratings with discrete levels, numerical stability is 
achieved with a smaller number of Fourier components. However, depending on the complexity of the 
grating topology, a large number of strata are needed. This, if executed without an appropriately large 
number of Fourier components, could become a source of numeric instabilities and inaccuracies.  
Here, RCWA is primarily used to compute the diffractive behavior of the DOE that generate the 
interference pattern recorded in PnP. Since significant portions of this work deal with inverse 
optimizations that required rapid computation of multiple complex and arbitrary designs, speed was one 
of the primary criteria in the choice of the simulation method. The RCWA based method was found to 
be at least two orders of magnitude faster than FDTD in simulating PnP experiments. The grating and 
the optical field of exposure are defined readily, and    associated with the experiment can be 
computed via RCWA which are then factored into Equation 2.5 to reveal the electric fields associated 
with the transmitted beams. These can then be used with a modified version of Equation 1.3 to compute 
the interference pattern created by that experiment: 
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 It is worth noting that this approach, in principle, simulates the far-field diffraction from the DOE which 
are then recombined to simulate the proximity-field interference pattern. Questions have been posed 
about the accuracy of this method. However, those can be addressed with three points. For a typical 
PnP experiment, the size of the largest feature is on the order of    . The Fraunhofer far-field 
approximation  [38]: 
   
   
        2.7)  
 is valid approximately   or less away from the grating. Since the goal of PnP is to pattern multiple unit 
cells in the Z-direction, the variance observed in the first half unit cell or so in the Z-direction is of no 
grave consequence. Secondly, FDTD – the gold standard of electromagnetic simulations – has been used 
to simulate the most complex DOE designed in this work. Extraordinary agreement in regions    ⁄  or 
so away from the grating was seen between the two approaches. The ultimate verification was provided 
by experimental results which concurred with these simulations**.  
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2.5 Figures 
 
                           
                   
 
Figure 2.1: Schematic of one-photon (blue) and two-photon absorption. 
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Figure 2.2: Schematic of effect of short pulses on overlap and reduced contrast.  
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Figure 2.3: Picture of slits installed on unidirectional linear translation stages to control spectral 
bandwidth of Ti:Sapphire oscillator. 
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Figure 2.4: Narrow bandwidth spectrum from modified oscillator setup for PnP.           
           for oscillator output. 
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Figure 2.5: Amplifier output as characterized using FROG device.  
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Figure 2.6: Schematic of PnP Setup. 
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Figure 2.7: a) Chemical structure of EPON-8 oligomer, b) initiation of crosslinking via opening of epoxide 
group, and c) chain propagation of crosslinking process. 
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Figure 2.8: Schematic of FDTD computation cell for simulation spectral response of periodic 3D 
structure. Periodic boundary conditions are enforced in X- and Y-directions. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.9: Geometry for 1D grating problem for RCWA. 
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Figure 2.10: Schematic of stratum-by-stratum or staircase approximation for angled gratings for RCWA. 
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CHAPTER 3 
INVERSE DESIGN FOR PROXIMITY FIELD NANO-PATTERNING VIA GENETIC 
ALGORITHMS ‡ 
 
3.1 Motivation for Broad Inverse Design Strategy for PnP 
As discussed in the previous chapter, Bragg’s Laws of Diffraction and other basic physical principles can 
be applied to learn much about the lattice of the structure that would be recorded in a PnP experiment. 
Furthermore, there are various computational techniques available (RCWA and FDTD amongst others) 
that allow for the computation of the motif of the structure created. Those solvers depend upon using 
various methods to solve Maxwell’s Equations associated with PnP experiment, and calculating the 
intensity distributions observed. This could be said to constitute the forward relation, where the 
structure recorded can be computed given information about the DOE and properties of the illumination 
used. This forward relationship is relatively straightforward, and excellent agreements have been 
observed between experimentally fabricated and theoretically predicted structures [2–7].  
The inverse relationship, designing a DOE and corresponding illumination is perhaps not as 
straightforward. In this case, one would try to design the DOE and the corresponding illumination to 
create some desired structure. Though various attempts have been made at designing PnP experiments 
to target specific structures [4,8–11], all have focused on high PBG structures – most commonly the rod-
                                                          
‡ This work was done in collaboration with James W. Rinne. Portions of this chapter were published as J. 
W. Rinne, S. Gupta, and P. Wiltzius, “Inverse design for phase mask lithography,” Opt. Express, vol. 16, 
no. 2, p. 663, 2008.  [1] 
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connected diamond (RCD) structure. The underlying theme common to all those has been the 
exploitation of the high symmetries associated with such structures and mimicking them in the designed 
DOE. Most often that is used to heuristically create a foundation design, subsequently followed by a 
local parameter optimization to derive the ‘best design’. It is also worth noting here that the 
experimental designs developed in all these cases required either very elaborate DOE or multiple 
exposures, neither of which are associated with high quality structures, good replication or high 
throughput – a point that shall be addressed in more detail in subsequent chapters. Though such 
heuristic design philosophies are potent in their own right, they can scarcely be generalized to target 
arbitrary structure. In fact, this need for a comprehensive design methodology has probably the single 
most critical factor that has prevented wider adoption of PnP. 
3.2 Genetic Algorithms 
In this chapter, the application of genetic algorithms (GA) to solve the inverse design problem for PnP 
will be proposed and demonstrated. Classical exhaustive optimizations usually suffice for small problems 
with few variables and limited design space. For more complex problems, special artificial intelligence 
techniques – such as GAs – must be deployed. GAs form a subclass of stochastic optimization algorithms 
in the larger area of evolutionary programming  [12–14]. Their operation is based upon the creation of a 
simulated environment where the natural phenomena of evolution are mimicked by modeling genetic 
inheritance and the Darwinian goal of survival [15].  
Significant parts of the vocabulary associated with GAs are borrowed from that of natural genetics – its 
parent field. Individuals in the ecosystem—or possible solutions to the problem—are referred to as 
chromosomes. Each chromosome is composed of multiple genes arranged in linear fashion. These in the 
natural world control the hereditary properties of some feature, but in the programming world they 
refer to some parameter that is being controlled or optimized. The locations of the first pieces of genes 
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in the chromosome are referred to as the loci. Figure 3.1 shows a flowchart of a standard GA 
optimization. These are the key components associated with any GA implementation: 
 Problem encoding: A genetic representation for solutions to the problem  
 Initial population creation 
 Fitness function: An objective function that plays the role of the environment by assigning 
possible solutions numeric values that are an indicator to the quality of the solution 
 Genetic operators: To alter the composition of chromosomes during reproduction 
After the creation of a random set of possible solutions to the problem at hand, the fitness function is 
used to assign numeric values to each one of those solutions. Genetic operators are now applied to this 
first population to create a new population of children solutions. The process of creation of a new 
population from a preceding population is referred to as a generation. The two basic genetic operators 
used are mutation and crossover (depicted in Figure 3.2). Mutation arbitrarily alters some genes in a 
selected chromosome between generations. Crossover takes two parent chromosomes and 
interchanges strings of consecutive genes between the two to create two new offspring. The concept of 
elitism (or survival of the fittest) is also critical at this step: solutions with a higher fitness have higher 
probabilities of surviving and reproducing. With each new generation, the relatively ‘good’ solutions or 
the fit individuals from the previous generation survive and the ‘bad’ solutions or the unfit perish. 
Inheritance is also practiced between generations, where the ‘best’ solution(s) from the preceding 
generation is passed on to the next generation without any changes. As the GA progresses through 
multiple such generations, the population should converge towards the global optima for the problem 
at hand.   
GAs are perhaps unique in their combination of elements of directed and stochastic searches. This 
makes them more potent than uniquely directed search methods such as hillclimbing, and ideal for 
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complex multivariate optimization problems with multi-dimensional non-continuous design spaces. GAs 
have been applied for areas as wide as geology [16–18], economics [19–21], encryption [22–24], control 
engineering [25,26] and circuit design [27,28]. GAs have also been used extensively in the optics realm 
for designing antennas [29,30], photonic crystals [31–33], pulse-shapers [34,35] and for designing HIL 
experiments [36,37]. 
3.3 Setting Up Inverse Design for PnP with GAs 
3.3.1 Incorporating and Implementing Experimental Parameters and Considerations 
The 3D intensity distribution created by a PnP experiment is dependent upon the DOE used and the 
properties of the optical field of exposure. Perhaps the most elegant variant of PnP is based on a 
nanoimprinted grating  [3], and we shall start off by optimizing designs for such a setting. Here the 
refractive index of the photoresist material, the characteristic pitch of the grating used and the 
wavelength of the optical field of exposure will dictate the lattice of the structure recorded (discussed in 
section 1.5), and these can be set analytically based upon the target structure of choice. The variables 
now used for optimization are the unit cell of the grating and the polarization of exposure. These 
parameters are encoded in binary for the purpose of the GA because of the higher inherent parallelism 
assumed by the choice of long strings with fewer bits over shorter strings with more bits [13]. For the 
purpose of encoding (and eventual ease of fabrication), the profile of the grating is set to a binary grid 
representing a trial solution (depicted in Figure 3.3). Here, 1’s represents high regions and 0’s depressed 
regions. The height of the grating,  , is also encoded in binary. The state of any arbitrary polarization of 
light can be represented with its locally defined Jones vector: 
 
   [
    
        
] 3.1)  
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  and   are used to encode the polarization of exposure. 10 bits are typically used to encode each of 
    and  , proving more than sufficient resolution for optimization.   and   are allowed to take on 
any value between   and   , while the range for   can be restricted to any range. Usually a range 
deemed fit for experimental replication is chosen. Each of those parameter,  , bound to the interval 
[    ] are encoded into a binary string  ́ of length   by using the transformation: 
  ́   (   ) (   )    ́  3.2)  
The encoding described above can also be adapted to account for more complex DOE. This will be 
demonstrated in Chapters 4 and 5 where more complex DOEs are developed for improving experimental 
feasibility and motif design space.  
Since the primary goal is to develop the capability to target any arbitrary structure via PnP, a volumetric 
match based fitness function is chosen. The 3D intensity distribution,  ( ), is calculated via 
RCWA [38,39] (section 2.3.2). Most optimizations were carried out assuming the negative-tone SU-8 
photoresist in which case the regions of high intensity are left behind in the photoresist material. This 
intensity distribution is then binarized using a step-function so that the fill-fraction of the trial structure 
matched the fill-fraction of the target structure. These structures are then compared voxel-by-voxel, and 
the percentage match is labeled as the fitness of that trial solution (Figure 3.4).  
Though it is possible to use seeds of known ‘good solutions’ in the initial population for genetic 
algorithms, the initial population was generated randomly. This was done in order to prevent the 
insertion of any systematic biases. A population of 100 individuals was run for 40 generations. At each 
generation, the two best individuals passed over to the next generation unaltered. Single point 
crossover and mutation were the other two primary genetic operators that occurred with probabilities 
of 95% and 1% respectively. 
3.3.2 Hexagonal Lattice with PnP 
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A hexagonal lattice with a characteristic pitch   can be described by the following lattice and 
corresponding reciprocal vectors: 
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Assuming a normal incident wavevector       (          )   the wavevector of the pq
th diffracted 
order will be represented by: 
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By conservation of momentum, (|   |  
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 3.6)   
As discussed earlier, the lattice geometry is dictated by the differences of wavevectors, and only one 
out-of-plane frequency can exist for the existence of a perfectly periodic 3D structure **. This can be 
ensured by ensuring the propagation of only the first order of diffraction. The first orders comprises six 
                                                          
§ n represents the refractive index of the substrate or the photoresist material used, and   the 
wavelength of the light source used in vacuum.  
 
** Exceptions to this for certain DOE geometries can be found when the different out-of-plane spatial 
frequencies are integral multiples of each other, but those cases are ignored for this treatment. 
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beams that belong to the set [(   ) (   ̅) ( ̅   ) (   ̅) (   ) ( ̅  ̅)], and     for those can be 
represented by: 
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 3.7)   
   
Only the first order will propagate if the following condition is met: 
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   3.8)      
A simple 3D hexagonal lattice is based on the following lattice and primitive vectors: 
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3.10)  
Comparing the differences of the wavevectors to the reciprocal lattice vectors of the lattice reveals that:  
   
 
 (    ⁄
  |  |)   
  
 
 3.11)  
This leads to this following constitutive relationship between the pitch of the grating, the wavelength of 
exposure and the stretch of the unit cell of the hexagonal lattice (  ⁄ ): 
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) 3.12)  
     
In the regime where Equation 3.8 is valid, the structural aspect ratio (SAR) (defined as   ⁄ ) of the 
hexagonal lattice recorded can be varied in this range: 
         ⁄         3.13)        
3.4 Targeting Helices in Hexagonal Lattice 
3.4.1 Defining and Targeting Helices 
An array of helices in a hexagonal lattice was chosen as a target structure for fabrication via PnP (Figure 
3.5). Nanostructured helices find various applications in the areas of chiral metamaterials [40,41] and 
PBG structures [42,43] amongst others. An extended discussion on this will be found in Chapter 6. An 
orthorhombic polyhedron with length, width and height   √    ⁄ and   respectively was chosen as the 
unit cell. A helix can be outlined through space by the following equation: 
    (     (    ⁄ )      (
   
 ⁄ )   )   3.14)         
R represents the radius of helix if viewed as an x-y projection. The helix is also assigned a cross-sectional 
radius (also referred to as wire radius) of ρ. These are depicted in Figure 3.5.  
The GAs were executed for helices of various stretch ratios in the SAR         range. In all of those,   
and   were set to       and       respectively, and the fill fraction varied from     for helices with 
SAR     to    for helices with SAR    . The substrate was assumed to have a refractive index of 1.58. 
Multiple simulations were run for each SAR. For each SAR, designs were found that created helices that 
were unicontinuous — structure connected only in the z-direction and not in the x- and y-directions at 
the correct fill fraction. Representative optimized structures are shown in Figure 3.6. The fitnesses for all 
of these are in the        range.  
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3.4.2 Optimized Design for SAR = 2.2 Helix 
GAs are excellent for locating the general location of global optima and finding fertile solution areas, but 
they are very inefficient compared to other alternatives when trying to locally optimize a solution. 
Examples of such alternative optimization techniques include hill-climbing and simulated annealing. 
After the final GA solution was found, it was further optimized using a simplex based search 
process [44]. The profile of the unit-cell was kept in binary and      and   were converted to floating 
point. The unit-cell profile was allowed random perturbations, while the remaining parameters were 
optimized using the local search.  
Figure 3.7 shows the structure created by the final design developed. The structure presented has SAR = 
2.2 and a volumetric fill fraction of 10%. As for other simulations,   and   were set to       and       
respectively. The associated grating and the polarization of exposure are shown in Figure 3.8. The unit 
cell of the grating (outlined in red in Figure 3.8a) is composed of     pixels, and the size of each pixel 
is   ⁄     √     ⁄ . The darker parts of the grating depict the raised regions, while the lighter colored 
regions depict the recessed regions. The raised regions are       higher than the recessed regions. 
Figure 3.8b) shows the corresponding polarization of exposure. The polarization parameters are 
              .  
For this particular design, Figure 3.9 shows the evolution of the design as it progresses through the GA. 
It is clear that significant gains in the fitness of both the average population and the best solution are 
made earlier in the GA. These advances are reflected in the large changes in the unit cell of the grating 
and the increased chiral component in the structure generated. The fitness of the best solution 
generated at the end of the GA was 93%. The solution was put through local optimization described 
above, and the target was alternated between a helical structure with       ⁄  and      ⁄ . This 
was done to make the wire thickness more consistent throughout the helix. The final optimized 
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structure is shown as part vi in Figure 3.9. The benefits of the alternating target local optimization 
approach are manifest in the differences between the structures shown in Figures 3.9.c.v and 3.9.c.vi. 
The fitness of this final structure was found to be 94.2%. 
3.5 Experimental Implementation 
As mentioned in Chapter 2, designs developed for PnP are inherently scalable for any electromagnetic 
radiation provided material parameters do not change. Designs developed and demonstrated in this 
chapter assumed the use of SU-8 as the substrate/photoresist in the Ti:Sapphire laser regime where 
        . Incidentally, chromatic dispersion in SU-8 is not particularly important over optical 
wavelengths where SU-8 is a practical photoresist. Consequently, the designs presented can be adapted 
for any of those wavelengths. We will concentrate on using a Ti:Sapphire laser centered at           
as the light source. As discussed in Chapter 2, two-photon activation using the setup developed has 
significant advantages, including increased intensity contrast and larger mask features. 
From Equation 3.12,           for          and            Given a     pixelation of the 
grating, the size of each pixel is           . For the design shown in Figure 3.8, the height of the 
raised regions is      . This means that the physical aspect ratio of a single pixel at its narrowest is 
    . This is too high for ease of replication via soft lithography techniques [3,7,45,46]. Designs with 
lower feature aspect ratio can also be used to target helical structures, but those are associated with 
significantly lower 3D interference contrast: 
              ⁄   3.15)          
Here,      and      are the maximum and minimum intensities observed inside a single unit cell of the 
interference pattern. When using two-photon activation, this contrast number is effectively squared: 
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 ⁄   3.16)          
This is very advantageous when designing complex motifs. Such motifs are associated with fine-scaled 
DOE features that have low diffraction efficiencies consequently leading to low interference contrasts. 
For this particular design the two-photon contrast (   ) was found to be   . This number indicated that 
the contrast is sufficiently high for the recording of the 3D intensity distribution inside the SU-8 
photoresist. 
3.6 Conclusion 
In this chapter, the application of genetic algorithms to solve the generalized inverse design problem for 
PnP has been developed and demonstrated. This approach supersedes the earlier heuristic and 
symmetry based DOE design techniques for PnP, and allows for the targeting of any arbitrary 3D 
structures. This approach can be easily adapted for any lattice or DOE design rules. A hexagonal array of 
helices was targeted using this GA based technique, and designs for helices with various structural 
aspect ratios were developed.  These designs assumed a grating imprinted into SU-8 photoresist via soft 
lithography techniques. The designs developed for these helical designs, however, struggled to strike a 
balance between the fabricability of the grating and the contrast of the 3D interference pattern 
generated. This issue was addressed by the development of enhanced PnP (ePnP) that sought to 
improve diffraction efficiencies – and by extension, 3D interference contrast – while maintaining a low 
aspect ratio of the grating.   
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3.8 Figures 
 
                  
Figure 3.1: Simplified flowchart for a generalized genetic algorithm based optimization process. 
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Figure 3.2: Schematic representation of genetic operators, a) Mutation and b) Two-Point Crossover. 
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Figure 3.3: a) Schematic representation of parameter encoding for PnP inverse design optimization via 
GAs. b,c) Grating encoding. d) Polarization encoding. 
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Figure 3.4: Schematic representation of fitness evaluation. Intensity distribution calculated from test 
case a) before, and b) after application of threshold. c) Target model used and d) comparison of b. with 
c. to evaluate percentage match. 
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Figure 3.5: a) 3D view of target structure of hexagonal helices, and b) XY projection of structure with 
lattice vectors   and    . 
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Figure 3.6: Helices with various SAR for PnP optimized via GAs.  Parts a) – f) correspond to SAR values of 
1.2, 1.4, 1.6, 1.8, 2.0 and 2.2 respectively. 
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Figure 3.7: a) 3D view and b) X-Y projection of final optimized design after local optimization for SAR = 
2.2 design.  
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Figure 3.8: a) Grating profile with raised (dark) and recessed (light) elements, and single unit cell 
outlined in red. b) polarization of exposure for structure shown in Figure 3.7.  
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Figure 3.9: a) Best fitness (black) and average fitness (red) from each generation plotted for a single GA 
run.  b) Grating relief profiles represented by a single unit cell of raised (dark) and recessed (light) 
elements. c) Corresponding structures created by best solutions at generations. i–v) indicate location in 
solution evolution in a). vi) shows the final optimized solution after local optimization. The fitness of the 
final solution was 94%. 
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  CHAPTER 4 
ENHANCED CONTRAST PROXIMITY FIELD NANO-PATTERNING‡ 
 
4.1 Motivation  
In the last chapter, the ability to target arbitrary structures for PnP via genetic algorithms was developed 
and demonstrated [2]. PnP designs were developed for helices with various structural aspect ratios 
(SAR). However, these designs struggled to balance the two main aspects associated with experimental 
feasibility: 3D interference contrast and grating fabricability. When designing more complex motifs for 
fabrication via PnP, progressively finer DOE features are required for tighter control of the interference 
pattern generated. These fine features are associated with low diffraction efficiencies, and most of the 
incident power is sent to the 00th order transmitted beam. This can be counteracted to some extent by 
increasing the diffractive volume of the DOE, but the resultant DOE would still be composed of fine 
features in the X-Y plane but with a large thickness now leading to a high pixel aspect ratio. Enhanced 
contrast proximity field nano-patterning (ePnP) was developed to address this perpetual conundrum 
faced by PnP. This variant of PnP relies on increasing the diffraction efficiency of gratings to achieve 
higher interference contrast while still maintaining a low aspect ratio for the DOE. 
4.2 Interference Contrast and Diffraction Efficiency 
Figure 4.1 shows the SAR = 2.2 design developed in Chapter 3. The unit cell of the grating is shown in 
Figure 4.1. For           , the size of each pixel is            and the height of the raised regions 
                                                          
‡ This technique was developed in collaboration with James W. Rinne, and early results were highlighted 
in J. W. Rinne, “Computational design of interference lithography for the fabrication of 3D 
microstructures,” 2009  [1]. 
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is      , creating an aspect ratio as high as      – too high for fabrication via soft-lithography based 
replication methods [3,4].  Figure 4.2 shows a histogram of the intensities (squared in plot for two-
photon absorption) observed inside a single unit cell of the structure (Figure 4.2b). The threshold to 
achieve the fill fraction to achieve the unidirectionally connected helix (Figure 4.2c) is also shown. Three 
things point towards the high quality of the 3D interference pattern associated with this structure. 
Firstly, the threshold lies in a relatively flat region of the histogram curve. This points towards a good 
working range of intensities distributions that will create desired structure or mild variants thereof [5]. 
Secondly, comparing Figure 4.2a and 4.2b shows the presence of a sharp turn-on/-off near the ideal 
helical fill fraction. Finally, the two-photon contrast number for this design (       ) is high. This is a 
good first-order metric on the fabricability of a 3D structure from an interference pattern, and typically 
             is desirable for SU-8 [6]. With RCWA, we can easily inspect the profile of the diffracted 
beams more closely. Table 4.1 lists the percentage of intensity diffracted into each individual order and 
reflected back: 
Table 4.1: Percentage of incident power sent to various orders 
Mode T01 T10 T0   T00 T    T   T11 R00 
Percentage                                                 
 
For this grating and polarization combination, the ratio of the intensity concentrated in the first orders 
of diffraction to the intensity in the 00th order was found to be      . For the purpose of this chapter, 
the following is defined as the diffraction efficiency§: 
                                                          
§ Diffraction efficiency is more commonly defined as ratio of the intensity of the diffracted order(s) to 
the intensity of illumination. The definition used in this chapter is atypical, but better suited for the 
phenomenon being probed. 
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    ( ∑  [   ]
[   ]             
)    ⁄  4.1) 
This diffraction efficiency parameter of an experiment is found to have a close correlation with the 3D 
interference contrast consequently created. Figure 3a shows the profile of a grating (      ) in a 
square lattice (       ). The height of this grating is varied from          under right-hand 
circularly polarized (RCP)          . Figure 3b shows the fractions on intensities reflected, 
transmitted in the 00th order and diffracted into the first order**. Figure 3c plots the corresponding 
diffraction efficiency and visibility. The visibility contains the same information as the contrast††, and is a 
mapped to a     scale with this equation: 
 
   
   
   
 4.2) 
The trends from these plots are clear. As expected, the diffraction efficiency is observed to follow an 
oscillatory pattern as the DOE thickness is increased. The diffraction efficiency achieves local peaks at 
roughly     and      , and a local minima at      . This same pattern is mimicked in the visibility of 
the interference contrast generated, but the gains associated with visibility even for small gains in 
diffraction efficiency are significant. It is also worth noting that the reflection from the grating also 
observes this oscillatory behavior out-of-phase with the diffraction efficiency, but the modulations are 
relatively weak. 
4.3 Physics of ePnP 
                                                          
** No second order propagates for      ⁄
      in a square grating. 
†† The use of the visibility is very common in the literature of holography [7], and the nonlinear scaling 
better tracks the regions of interest.  
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The goal of ePnP is to increase the 3D interference contrast generated by a grating for PnP while 
keeping the depth/aspect ratio of the grating to experimentally feasible limits. As shown in the previous 
section, the diffraction efficiency (as defined by Equation 4.1) tracks the interference contrast very 
closely. To achieve the high diffraction efficiency, a high refractive index dielectric is deposited via a 
directional physical vapor deposition (PVD) method on a grating with an aspect ratio low enough to 
enable fabrication via nano-imprinting. The high refractive index material of choice was TiO2 deposited 
via electron-beam deposition (EBD). This deposition increases the optical thickness of the grating which 
consequently increases the power reflected back and concentrated in the diffracted orders at the cost of 
the intensity in the 00th order, thereby significantly increasing the effective diffraction efficiency created 
by such a composite DOE. The use of such multi-level gratings for a better degree of control [8–10] and 
for improving diffraction efficiency [11–13] is not uncommon, and have been used for enhancing 
fluorescence emission [14,15], as biosensors [16,17] and as reflectance filters [18,19] among other 
applications. 
For better design guidelines, it is instructive to study this behavior more closely for a test case. Figure 
4.4 depicts the schematic of a grating used as an example to study ePnP. Figure 4.4b shows the cross-
section of the grating with the high refractive index material in blue. The grating dimensions and the 
optical field of exposure are the same as used in Section 4.2. The DOE height of the base grating is set as 
     , and the thickness of the high refractive index material (simulated as TiO2 with          at 
         in this case) is varied from        . As the thickness of the material increases from 
       , both the intensities in the diffracted orders and the reflected order rise rapidly at the 
expense of the 00th transmitted order. This is reflected in the steep rise of the diffraction efficiency 
factor and correspondingly in the visibility of the interferogram. Looking across the entire range  
     , the reflection roughly follows a sinusoidal with the thickness of the high refractive index 
material. The intensity in the diffracted orders sees some dips around the locations associated with the 
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dips and troughs of the reflection intensity, but they are weak and the diffracted power goes from 2% 
with 0nm of deposited material to 36% with 350nm of deposited material. Since this increase (and the 
increase in the reflected power) corresponds to decreases in the 00th transmitted power, the diffraction 
efficiency sees an even stronger rise. Starting from 3%, it ends at 68%. The visibility on the other hand 
sees its peak with 66nm of TiO2 with a visibility of 99.96% (      ). Simulations were done for 
various such grating geometries. As would be expected, the specifics varied but the general principle 
and behavior was universal.  
4.4 Inverse Design for ePnP with GAs 
As discussed in Section 3.3, the genetic algorithm implementation can be readily modified to design 
more complex DOE. For ePnP, 10 additional bits are added to the chromosome structure to 
simultaneously optimize for the thickness of the high refractive index material. All other aspects of the 
GA implementation remain similar to the implementation described in Chapter 3. To compare the 
efficacy of GAs with ePnP, 50 simulations were run each for normal PnP (nPnP) and ePnP. The choice of 
target was a helix as described by Equation 3.14. For this target helix,          ,     ⁄   and 
       ⁄ . The grating was set to a     grid, and the grating height was bound to the range 
[      ⁄ ]. This limited the aspect ratio of a pixel to an upper bound of about 2.3, which is what can be 
considered experimentally feasible for such small feature sizes. The high refractive index material was 
bound to the range [     ⁄ ]. 
The results from those simulations are shown in Figure 4.5. The red dots represent the simulations that 
had no high refractive index material (nPnP), and the blue dots the simulations for ePnP. Figure 4.5a 
shows the fitness against the two-photon contrast for the simulations. It is clear that ePnP optimizations 
all results in designs with considerably higher 3D interference contrasts that the nPnP counterparts. It is 
also worth noting that the fitnesses associated with ePnP solutions were also consistently higher with 
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several surpassing 90% fitness. This suggests that the extra degree of freedom that ePnP provides in the 
form of the thickness of the high refractive index material can be significant in the development of 
better designs for PnP. Figure 4.5b plots the interference contrasts of those same designs against their 
diffraction efficiencies (as described by Equation 4.1)). This plot further reinforces the correlation 
between the diffraction efficiency and 3D interference contrast proposed earlier. This also suggests that 
any other methods of improving the diffraction efficiency would be as potent in improving 3D 
interference contrast as this proposed methodology. Figures 4.6 and 4.7 depict the final optimized 
designs for helical structures with different SAR developed for ePnP. Figures 4.6 and 4.7 refer to 
structures with SAR = 1.0 and 2.2 respectively. The details of these designs (        ) can be found 
in the table below: 
 Table 4.2: Percentage of incident power sent to various orders 
 
                      
SAR         
              
Target Helix     ⁄  
       ⁄  
    ⁄  
       ⁄  
Fill Fraction         
Pixel Lateral Size                        
Grating Height 
           
Pixel Aspect Ratio 
(Height/Width) 
          
TiO2 Thickness           
Fitness             
            
            
Diffraction Efficiency             
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Reflection (% of incident power)           
Polarization of Exposure        
       
       
       
Clearly these designs attain the twin goals that necessitated the development of ePnP: high 3D 
interference contrast and a low grating aspect ratio. The fitness of the developed solutions is also high 
and the chiral character of the structures strong. All these provided excellent motivation for using these 
as prototype designs to demonstrate the fabrication of chiral structures via ePnP.  
4.5 Fabrication Methodology 
4.5.1 Modification of Fabrication Process 
A simplified process flow for nanoimprint PnP can be seen in Figure 4.8a. The grating is first created on 
the surface of the photoresist (SU-8 in this case) by imprinting with masks fabricated via soft lithography 
techniques. The exposure of the samples creates a latent image of photoacid in the photoresist in the 
areas of high intensity; areas that are subsequently crosslinked by post-baking. The sample is then 
developed to remove the uncrosslinked SU-8 and dried to reveal the final 3D structure. In the case of 
ePnP, the grating is imprinted into SU-8 as with normal PnP. The desired thickness of TiO2 is then 
deposited by EBD. EBD uses a high powered electron beam (10kV) to heat up the raw source material 
beyond its melting or sublimation temperature. The resultant vapor subsequently deposits in the line of 
sight from the hot source. Figure 4.9 shows the optical properties of the TiO2 as deposited and a cross-
section of the deposition on an imprinted grating. In this case, the deposition was considerably thicker 
(     ) than would be used ideally, but the directional nature of the deposition is apparent. 
Characterization of the deposited films via spectroscopic ellipsometry showed that the refractive index 
of TiO2 as deposited is about      with no imaginary component at        .  
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After deposition, the sample can then be exposed and post-baked, and – ideally – subsequently 
developed. Complications arose the EBD process that necessitated some changes to the process flow. 
During the deposition process, some thickness of SU-8 immediately below the deposited TiO2 was found 
to auto-crosslink. The source is heated to at least 2200K and significant blackbody radiation centered at 
1.3μm or shorter results. The actual temperature may be warmer still since the radiation inside the 
chamber appears as a bright yellow to the naked eye. However, control experiments with SU-8 without 
any photosensitizer indicated the radiation aspect to be an exacerbating factor, but not the primary 
culprit. The localized heating from the hot TiO2 ions striking the SU-8 was the most significant factor in 
the creation of this overlayer. It was found that the thickness of this crosslinking could be reduced, but 
not eliminated, by depositing the material at a slower rate. A very slow deposition would, however, 
result in the sample being exposed to significantly more radiation that reduced the quality of the 
structure recorded in the bulk. A balance was found between the two with a rate of deposition of 
0.05nm/s. This resulted in an overlayer about 1μm thick.  
Figure 4.10 shows SEM pictures of an overlayer that delaminated during the development process. 
Region I is the 3D structure created underneath the overlayer, region II the delaminated overlayer with 
clear boundaries, and region III is non-delaminated overlayer that prevents the revelation of the 3D 
structure. This particular delamination occurred during a trial development with acetone and was not 
repeatable. Hence, other methods had to be developed to remove this overlayer pre-development. 
Various methodologies were developed for this. Most were based on creating a barrier layer between 
the overlayer and the 3D structure of interest that could then be lifted-off along with the overlayer. 
Barrier layers attempted included Al2O3 deposited via ALD, Cr via EBD and PAG-less SU-8. Dry and wet 
etch methods were also tried. Though all of these strategies revealed promising preliminary results, 
reproducibility remained a major concern and will not be discussed further here. The next sections will 
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highlight the two of the more promising solutions developed that were based around a polystyrene (PS) 
release layer [20] and mechanical polishing [21].  
4.5.2 Method I: Polystyrene Release Layer 
This method revolves around the creating of a multilayer assembly like the one shown schematically in 
Figure 4.11a. The bottom layer comprises the SU-8 to be used for the 3D patterning, the medium layer a 
film of polystyrene and the top layer is SU-8 again. This film assembly is prepared by transfer printing 
from PDMS substrates. After the creation of this assembly, the grating can imprinted into the topmost 
SU-8 as normal and the TiO2 deposited. The sample can be exposed and post-baked as normal. An extra 
step is added to the development process described in Section 2.2.2. The sample is first dipped in 
acetone, which is an excellent solvent for PS and an aggressive developer for SU-8. As the PS dissolves 
away, the crosslinked overlayer releases from the assembly and the underlying 3D structure. The 
physical removal has to be carefully and manually aided with tweezers before the sample can be moved 
to PGMEA for the resumption of the normal development procedure. It is also worth adding that since 
the topmost SU-8 layer is not part of the assembly that would record the 3D structures of interest, UV 
blocking dyes or sensitizers can be added to reduce the effects of optical radiation from the EBD 
chamber on the active layer of SU-8. Isopropylthioxanthone (ITX) (Sigma Aldrich) was used because of its 
strong absorption below        . The best detailed procedure developed for this method is as 
follows: 
 PS Film Preparation (Donor #1): Solution consists of 3g PS (Mw 40000; Sigma-Aldrich) in 10g 
cyclopentanone (CP). Spincoat on PDMS (Slygard 184; Dow Corning, Midland, MI) at 3000rpm 
for 30seconds. A 2.5μm thick film of PS is created. Bake for 20minutes at 65°C and 30minutes at 
95°C in convection oven, and then for 20minutes at 95°C in a convection oven under vacuum. 
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The last step is important for removing as much solvent from the film as possible to prevent 
bubbling in subsequent steps. 
 UV Blocking SU-8 (Donor #2): Solution consists of 10g SU-8 2010, 1.33g cyclopentanone (CP) and 
0.13g ITX. Spincoat (same recipe as in Section 2.2.2) on PDMS substrate. Bake for 20minutes at 
65°C and 20minutes at 80°C in convection oven, and then for 20minutes at 80°C in a convection 
oven under vacuum. 
 Active SU-8 Substrate (Receiver): Prepare active SU-8 layer on adhesion layer on glass substrate 
(as detailed in Section 2.2.2). 
 Transfer Print 1: Clamp down donor #1 on receiver using clips and place in convection oven at 
90°C for 10 minutes. Carefully remove clamps after taking out of oven and peel back PDMS. PS 
should be transfer printed to the receiver substrate. 
 Transfer Print 2: Clamp down donor #2 on receiver with UV blocking SU-8 using clips and place 
in convection oven at 70°C for 10 minutes. Carefully remove clamps after taking out of oven and 
peel back PDMS. UV blocking SU-8 should be transfer printed on top of the PS layer. 
 DOE Fabrication, Expose and Develop: Proceed to fabricate DOE as normal, expose and develop 
using modified procedure described above. 
Representative 3D structures fabricated using this method can be seen in Figure 4.11.  
4.5.3 Method II: Mechanical Polishing 
As the title suggests, this method was based on removing the crosslinked overlayer with a mechanical 
polishing method. The slurry used was based upon 50nm γ-Al2O3 particles (Buehler, Lake Bluff, IL) 
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(roughly one part in four by volume) in a DI water base. The sample was prepared as normal‡‡, TiO2 
deposited via EBD, exposed and post-baked. The sample would be hand polished using a custom holder 
for the polishing cloth (ChemoMet; Buehler, Lake Bluff, IL). The polishing time required was found to be 
heavily operator and sample dependent, but typically in the       minute range, and the solution was 
replenished every     minutes. Post-polishing, the sample would be rinsed with DI water, and 
developed in PGMEA as normal. Significant plastic deformation was observed on the surface of the final 
3D structure from the polishing. This was removed using reactive ion etching (RIE) (2sccm CF4, 20sccm 
O2, 500mTorr, 150W for 2 minutes). Figure 4.12 shows some SEMs of 3D structures created using this 
method. Only a relatively narrow window was found for this mechanical polishing based process. Under-
polishing would still prevent the revelation of the 3D structures, and over-polishing beyond the 
thickness of the crosslinked overlayer could lead to catastrophic delamination. Furthermore, there were 
no indicators – visual or otherwise – to indicate the depth of polishing of the crosslinked overlayer.  
4.5.4 ePnP Applied for Custom DOE 
Early experimental and development of the methods was done with large area phase masks (provided 
courtesy Prof. John Rogers). Though reproducibility was always a significant concern with the 
methodologies discussed above, significant inroads were made in improving repeatability batch-to-
batch. After some level of stability was achieved, these methods were used with custom DOE masters 
fabricated via EBL and inverted via the same soft-lithographic procedures. However, repeatability for 
those designs was significantly lower.  
                                                          
‡‡ During polishing, samples exhibited a tendency to delaminate at junction between the substrate and 
the adhesion layer. This problem was alleviated considerably by a slightly modified preparation of the 
substrate: heat the substrate (250°C for 5 minutes) on a hot-plate and expose to short-wave UV lamp for 
10 minutes immediately before spin-coating SU-8 for adhesion layer. 
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Severe distortion and seen around the area of interest. A few representative SEMs are shown in Figure 
4.13 a-b. This is primarily a consequence of the small size of the custom DOE. Since these masks are 
fabricated in-house with a research grade EBL machine, areas large than 200μm on a side are not 
practical. Due to the thermal mismatch between the different materials during the hot EBD process, 
cracking is observed at the edges of the DOE (optical micrograph in Figure 4.13c). This is a grave concern 
when using small area DOE. It is worth noting that while optimizing processing conditions, rare samples 
would reveal moderate quality 3D structure (Figure 4.13d). This was enough to keep interest active, but 
ultimately experimental challenges were too significant for small area DOE with TiO2 deposition. 
4.6 Conclusions and Outlook 
This chapter concerned itself with the development of ePnP as a technique. This technique with the aid 
of a high refractive index material deposited on top a surface DOE improves the diffraction efficiency – 
and by extension, the 3D interference contrast – created by a PnP design. By doing so, this technique 
attempts to solve the constant problem associated with PnP-DOE design – achieving a high 3D 
interference contrast while maintaining a low aspect ratio grating. Simulations also illustrated the higher 
fitness and better designs created with ePnP over conventional PnP. 
The experimental verification of this method was based upon the deposition of TiO2 via EBD on a nano-
imprinted grating in SU-8 photoresist. This created polymerization of some SU-8 immediately below the 
deposited material that prevented the proper development of the 3D structure. Methodologies based 
on release layers and mechanical polishing were developed to circumvent this problem. However, they 
were eventually found to be incompatible with small area DOE due to the significant thermal stresses 
created as a consequence of thermal expansion mismatch between the various materials involved 
during the hot EBD process.  
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However, it is worth stressing that this method works well with large area DOE. The custom DOE 
fabrication could be outsourced for a large area DOE. Alternately, different materials and deposition 
techniques could be used to achieve the same contrast enhancement effect described and observed. 
Perhaps even thin metallic films could be explored.   
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4.8 Figures 
 
 
 
Figure 4.1: a) X-Y profile of unit-cell of grating designed to produce helices (raised (dark grey) and 
recessed (light grey)). Single pixel outlined in red. b) Cross-sectional profile of single pixel. 
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Figure 4.2: a) Histogram of intensities created by design shown in Figure 4.1, b) structure created upon 
thresholding at 12% fill, and c) 3D intensity distribution created by structure. 
b)                                                           c)
a)
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Figure 4.3: a-b) Layout of DOE for PnP. Effect of changing DOE height on c) Diffraction, Reflection and 
Transmission and d) Diffraction Efficiency and Visibility. 
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Figure 4.4: a-b) Layout of DOE for ePnP. Effect of changing high ε material height on c) Diffraction, 
Reflection and Transmission and d) Diffraction Efficiency and Visibility. 
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Figure 4.5: a) Fitness vs. contrast for solutions found via GAs for ePnP and conventional PnP (nPnP). b) 
Diffraction efficiency vs. contrast for the same solutions. 
a)                                                                   
b)
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Figure 4.6: a) X-Y profile of unit-cell of grating designed to produce helices (raised (dark grey) and 
recessed (light grey)). Single pixel outlined in red. b) Polarization of exposure, c) structure created, d) 3D 
intensity distribution and e) histogram of I2. 
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Figure 4.7: a) X-Y profile of unit-cell of grating designed to produce helices (raised (dark grey) and 
recessed (light grey)). Single pixel outlined in red. b) Polarization of exposure, c) structure created, d) 3D 
intensity distribution and e) histogram of I2. 
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Figure 4.8: a) Process flow for conventional PnP: i) imprint, ii) expose and post-bake and iii) develop. b) 
Process flow for ePnP: i) imprint, ii) expose and post-bake, iii) remove overlayer and iv) develop.  
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Figure 4.9: a) Refractive index of TiO2 as measured with ellipsometry, and b) TiO2 deposited on grating in 
SU-8. 
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Figure 4.10: a) Schematic of structure with ePnP after post-bake and before development, and b-c) SEM 
of delaminated overlayer. 
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Figure 4.11: a) Schematic of sandwich structure with PS release layer and b-c) SEMs of representative 
structures created with that methodology. 
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Figure 4.12: a-d) SEMs of representative structures created with mechanical polishing based 
methodology. 
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Figure 4.13: a-b) SEMs of cracking and distortion created in ePnP structures with custom DOE. c) Optical 
micrograph of cracking seen after EBD. Yellow circles indicate location of custom DOE. d) Moderate 
quality custom DOE ePnP 3D structure. 
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  CHAPTER 5 
NANO-INDENTATION PROXIMITY FIELD NANO-PATTERNING‡ 
 
5.1 Motivation 
Bilevel gratings are the most commonly used form of DOE for PnP. The DOE masters are typically 
fabricated via projection photolithography or electron-beam lithography, and then replicated via soft 
lithographic techniques that involve elastomeric molds and/or nanoimprinting [1–3]. With the 
applications of GAs to solve the inverse design problem [4], the need for more complex DOE to target 
unique structures became clear. The development of ePnP for achieving theoretically and 
experimentally better designs has already been discussed in Chapter 4. The scope and applicability of 
PnP as a fabrication technique can be further exploited by taking the DOE design to the third dimension. 
By using gratings with complex 3D topologies, the design space available for structural motif design 
expands significantly. This leads to the ultimate goal of being able to fabricate nearly any arbitrary 
periodic 3D structure with PnP – something that could prove to be beneficial for various areas of science 
and technology. Though even intuitively the advantage gained from moving to such complex DOE is 
obvious (rigorous analysis follows), a simple example can be used for an initial illustration. Figure 5.1 
shows two 1D DOE – a typical bilevel grating (5.1a)) and a 5 level step grating (5.1e). Figures 5.1b-d and 
5.1f-h show the structures generated by those as the heights of those DOE are varied. As expected, the 
shape of the interference pattern mimics the step height differences in the DOE. This effect is further 
elaborated in the next section that envisions the design room created by moving from standard bilevel 
                                                          
‡ The nanoindentation aspect of this work was done in collaboration with Andrew T. Gardner and Prof. 
W.P. King (MechSE, Illinois). Parts of the work presented in this chapter are currently under preparation 
for a publication titled, “Design & Fabrication of Complex Periodic 3D Structures via Nano-Indentation 
Proximity field Nano-Patterning (NI-PnP)” 
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gratings to gratings with complex surface topologies. Further, the application of GA to design multilevel 
DOE and the use of nanoindentation lithography to fabricate those DOE will be developed and 
demonstrated. This technique is labeled nanoindentation proximity field nano-patterning (NI-PnP). 
5.2 Charting 1D Motif Design Space for Multilevel DOE 
In a study of this nature, it is instructive to chart more rigorously the design space advantage gained by 
moving from binary gratings to gratings with complex topologies (CTG). The lattice of the structure 
recorded with PnP is a simple function of the lattice geometry, the wavelength of exposure and the 
materials properties of the photoresist and the DOE used, and the advantage of CTG for PnP lies in the 
expanded motif design space. RCWA and FDTD are the typical methods of choice for simulating PnP 
experiments. In this part, however, the goal is to correlate the topology and complexity of a grating to 
the intensity distribution created by imaging through the DOE. Using the more analytical principles of 
Fourier imaging to calculate the interference pattern generated serves this goal better [5–8].  
It is worth noting here that our principle region of operation lies in the Fraunhofer regime. Fraunhofer 
diffraction assumes the phase factor, as estimated via Hugyens-Fresnel principles, to be unity. This 
assumption is valid under the condition [7]: 
   
  
   5.1) 
Here,   is the size of aperture or slit,   is the distance from the aperture/grating, and   is the 
wavelength used. For a typical PnP experiment       , so the Fraunhofer assumption is valid 
approximately   away from the grating. For an arbitrary aperture/object defined by the function 
        , the field observed in the image plane        , at distance  , upon illumination by radiation 
represented by its wave-vector,  , is given by: 
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5.2)  
This is simply the Fourier of the function         evaluated at frequencies         ⁄  and    
     ⁄ .  
For this study, 1D phase only pixelated grating will be considered. The function      can be used to 
describe some topology (schematic in Figure 5.2a. Upon exposure to some coherent light, the following 
phase will be imparted to the light§: 
 
      
  
 
        5.3)  
The transmission associated with that topology can now be represented by: 
              5.4)  
This complex transmission can then be represented as a sum of its Fourier components: 
 
      ∑      (     
 
 
)
 
    
 5.5)  
Since this is transmission through a 1D grating with period L**, the Fourier components can be computed 
using this equation: 
                                                          
§   is the wavelength of exposure and    is the difference in the refractive indices of the DOE material 
and the surroundings. 
** The grating can also be thought of as a convolution of a Fermi-Dirac comb with the unit cell of the 
grating (Figure 5.3a). 
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The intensity observed,     , can now be calculated by enforcing an aperture that only allows limited 
order of diffraction (or Fourier components) to propagate below the grating [7–9]: 
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5.8)  
 
It can now be assumed that the unit cell of this 1D phase grating is composed of   pixels of length   
each, and the phase behavior represented by (schematic in Figure 5.2a: 
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5.9)  
 
The Fourier coefficients for this grating can now be represented thus: 
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This coefficient is broken down into two parts ‒    and   .    is created by virtue of the pixelation of 
the grating, and   encodes the unit cell of the grating. These are plotted next to    in Figure 3b for an 
arbitrary grating with     . Since    is a function whose behavior does not depend on the motif of 
the grating,     will remain at the cynosure of this analysis.  
Since             is a function of the form  
   , only certain values are permissible that depend on 
the values of    allowed. For a grating that is permitted   disparate levels, we will assume the following 
value of    as permissible
††: 
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    } 5.15)   
The permissible values for             are then found to belong to this set: 
   (           )
 
 {   
   
 
    
   
 
      
    
 
        } 
 
5.16)  
Closer inspection of this reveals that due to the periodic nature of this function: 
                       5.17)   
Figure 5.4a shows the values of |            | for 1D phase gratings that have 5 pixels in the unit cell 
(M) with 2 distinct phase levels allowed. Each line represents a possible grating, and hence a possible 
PnP, design. The existence of only three lines on the plot indicates the paucity of structures that can be 
generated in that system. That is attributable to limited range of         available.  
Figures 5.4b‒d depict similar information for systems with 3, 4 and 100 levels respectively. Figure 5.5a-d 
show the corresponding values of          The range of         increases as number of allowed 
                                                          
††          is enforced for maximum intensity contrast. 
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phase levels increases, and this is reflected in the expanding range of |            |. This leads to a 
rapid increase in the diversity of the permissible PnP designs. Looking at the system where 100 levels are 
permissible (Figure 5.4d), essentially a continuum of values of |             | and         are now 
available. This illustrates how the movement from simple bilevel gratings to CTG can drastically increase 
the motif design space available for PnP design.  
In Figure 5.6a-d, the interference patterns created by certain gratings are shown. |            | for 
these gratings are represented by red lines in Figure 5.4a-d respectively. The gratings are chosen in a 
fashion such that |            | for that grating is not available in a grating with fewer levels, or, in 
other words, the maximum of levels available are exploited. As expected, the shape of the intensity 
profile bears some close resemblance to the grating motif. The size and location of the crests and 
troughs matches the phase difference between the adjacent pixels. The progressively intricate nature of 
the interference pattern generated points to the level of control that gratings with complex phase 
topologies permit. It’s also worth noting that this analysis – by virtue of the pixelation assumed –   
ignores gratings with continuously varying and angled cuts that are capable of creating interference 
patterns not possible with simple bilevel gratings. 
5.3 Nano-Indentation Lithography to Create Multilevel DOE for PnP 
Attempts have previously been made to design multilevel DOE for PnP [10–12]. Most of such attempts 
have exclusively focused on the rod-connected diamond structure, and have focused on mimicking the 
symmetries associated with the target structure into the DOE design. These methods have relied either 
on laborious stacking based approaches or DLW to fabricate the multilevel DOE. Both those approaches 
are limited in their ability to fabricate DOE with more than three levels at the resolutions required by 
PnP. As the earlier analysis shows, though increasing the number of levels allowed from two to three 
increases the motif design space, adding more levels increases the design space available still.  
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To exploit those gains, nanoindentation lithography was developed as a fabrication technique for 
multilevel DOE for PnP. Nanoindentation lithography has been demonstrated as a lithographic 
technique capable of complex features with high fidelity in a number of materials for a variety of 
applications [13–15]. Indenting has long been a technique used for measuring mechanical 
properties [16,17]. Modern systems use hard tips (most often with Berkovich tips) with known 
mechanical properties to quantify the mechanical properties of other materials. The tip is pressed down 
with controlled forces, and the force-displacement curves are studied to extract mechanical properties 
such as Young’s Modulus and the hardness of the material. Such setups are now widely available in 
research environments, and nanoindentation lithography works to exploit the existing infrastructure to 
create a widely available and versatile lithographic technique. Custom tips can be used to indent in a 
variety of materials to create desired surface topologies.  
For NI-PnP, the inverse of a unit cell of a grating design can be custom-milled with a focused ion beam 
(FIB) milling tool into a diamond Berkovich tip (Figure 5.7a). This tip is then mounted onto a modified 
nano-indenter setup, and can be used to indent repeatedly and directly into various types of materials 
to create the desired DOE. For PnP, this nano-indentation can be done directly into photoresist (Figure 
5.7b). By virtue of the compatibility of nanoindentation lithography with hard materials, this process is 
also compatible with chalcogenide photoresists [18]. After the multilevel DOE has been created, the 
sample can now be exposed (Figure 5.7c), post-baked and developed to create the 3D structure (Figure 
5.7d), and subsequently be used as a template for inverting into other materials to impart more 
functionality to the structure [19,20].  
Figure 5.8a shows an example of a custom fabricated square punch that is 500nm on a side. It was used 
to fabricate a grating in a square lattice with a pitch of 1μm and depth of 400nm in SU-8 photoresist. 
The grating fabricated was exposed using a Ti:Sapphire light source. The fabricated structure had an FCT 
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lattice, and the top view of the structure can be seen in Figure 5.8b. An FIB/SEM tool was used to image 
cross-sections of the 3D structure created. Figure 5.9a shows a zoomed out view of the structure after 
FIB, and the high quality and uniformity of the structure is evident. Figures 5.9c and 5.9d show the cross-
section of the fabricated structure and the simulated structure respectively. The red lines are used as a 
visual indicator to point towards the excellent match between the two. 
Another tip design that was developed can be seen in Figure 5.10a-b. This tip was used to create a three 
level DOE in SU-8 photoresist that was subsequently used for PnP. This tip was used to create a square 
lattice grating with a pitch of 1μm, an intermediate depth of       and maximum depth of      . 
Figure 5.10c-d shows the top view of the 3D structure created that displays high uniformity. Figure 5.10e 
and 5.10f show the cross-section of the fabricated structure and the simulated structure respectively. 
The FIB milling was deliberately done with a small angle relative to the x-direction pitch of the grating in 
order to sample multiple slices of the unit-cell in one image. The simulated structure was also rotated 
similarly. Again, the high quality of the matchup between the two is evident. The matchup observed 
from these can be correlated down to features as small as          
5.4 Inverse Design for NI-PnP with GAs for RCD 
The methodology and the implementation for applying GAs to solve the PnP inverse design problem are 
discussed in detail in Section 3.3. As mentioned there and in Section 4.4, this implementation can be 
readily modified to design for more complex DOE. For bilevel PnP, the grating unit cell is broken down 
into the grating unit cell profile and thickness. The total number of binary bits used in this case is‡‡: 
                        
 
5.18)   
For multilevel DOE optimization, the number of bits needed to represent a grating are now: 
                                                          
‡‡  indicates the pixelation of the grating, and   the number of bits used to represent the thickness. 
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                (       )        
 
5.19)  
Here   is the number of allowed levels for the multilevel DOE. The unit cell profile is computed by 
adding the       different     matrices, and the value of each pixel can vary between   and 
       The heights associated with each one of the different       strata are also optimized. Such a 
system allows for convergence of the DOE down to less than       levels if the more fit solutions are 
found thus.   
As a design test case for this multiple level grating approach, the rod-connected diamond structure was 
chosen (Figure 5.11a). The challenges associated with fabricating this structure via interference 
lithographic techniques have been well-documented [10,11,21–28]. A detailed survey would be 
superfluous in this chapter, but it would suffice to say here that multiple avenues have been explored 
with limited success. For PnP, either multiple exposures or complex DOE of poor quality were used, and 
the resultant structures left much to be desired. 
Multiple GA simulations were run for the RCD target that allowed two, three, four and five level DOEs. 
The same fitness function that was used in earlier sections and chapters of this work – a volumetric 
percentage match – was used. Assuming A and B represent the target structure and the simulated 
structure of size        , this fitness is calculated as
§§: 
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5.20)   
Figure 5.11b shows convex hull traces of solutions found for different levels on a fitness-visibility plot. 
The fitness is depicted as a volumetric percentage match over the structural fill region with the ideal 
model       , defined as: 
                                                          
§§ A and B have the same fill fraction of structure. 
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5.21)   
Two-photon visibility (Equation 4.2) of the interference pattern created – as discussed earlier – is an 
important criteria concerning experimental feasibility, and values of 0.9 or higher are required for 
sufficient intensity contrast for high quality recording of structures in high resolution photoresists such 
as the epoxide based SU8. However, the two level grating designs failed to preserve the two-point motif 
of the desired structure, and      was found to be limited to 68%. Gratings with 3 levels and more were 
all capable of producing the key connections required by the RCD structure, and had an upper fitness 
bound of about 82%.  
A three level DOE was chosen for experimental validation. Figure 5.11c shows the structure generated 
by this design. The DOE profile is shown in Figure 5.11d. This design had         ,          , 
and           and the critical aspects of the structure were found to be preserved. For      
     , the pitch of the grating needs to be       for an FCC structure in SU8 photoresist     
      . The intermediate phase of the grating (β) is       lower than the top level(α), and the lowest 
level (γ)       lower than the intermediate level. The optimized polarization of exposure was found to 
be almost exactly right-handed circular.  
For the proposed RCD design (Figure 5.11d), a diamond tip was custom milled into the desired shape 
and can be seen from multiple angles in Figures 5.12a-b. The tip was fabricated so that the difference 
between the top and the intermediate levels matched the height difference between the lowermost and 
the intermediate levels of the grating (     ) as closely as possible. The height difference between the 
intermediate and the highest level of the grating is controlled using the nano-indentation setup by how 
deep the tip is pushed in. The SEMs of the fabricated grating (Figure 5.12c) reveal that the three levels 
are patterned distinctly and with high fidelity, and the grating is uniform over a large area. It is also 
worth noting that an inadvertent jut in the top level of tip with roughly 30nm lateral width was also 
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replicated into the grating, an indirect revelation into the resolution capability this fabrication 
technique. From the AFMs of the grating(Figure 5.12d), it is also clear that there is excellent control over 
the depth profile of the grating and that they match the depth profile of the grating as designed very 
closely. A grating fabricated with the tip shown was used for PnP experiment with the oft-discussed 
Ti:Sapphire laser source. Cross-sections of the fabricated structure were examined using FIB. Figures 
5.13a) and b) show the fabricated and the simulated structures respectively. The high quality matchup 
between the two is manifest. 
5.5 Conclusions and Outlook 
In this chapter, the use of multilevel DOE for PnP is explored and developed. The low-cost, high-
resolution and massively parallel nature of PnP has not been exploited largely because of the lack of 
tools to target, design for and fabricate desired structures. GAs had already been proposed for the first 
two aspects, but the more common DOE design rules were unable to fulfill the theoretical and 
experimental requirements for fabricating nearly any arbitrary structures. ePnP was developed as a 
partial solution for that. However, access to much of the available design room was restricted by the use 
of bilevel gratings. Using the physics of Fourier imaging, the motif design spaces available for gratings of 
varying complexity were charted. It was evident that increasing the degree of freedom afforded to the 
DOE motif design space was reflected in the design space available for the motif of the 3D structure 
created via PnP.  
For a practical implementation of complex multilevel DOE for PnP, the technique of NI-PnP was 
developed. Here, nano-indentation lithography is used to create the multilevel DOE for PnP 
experiments. This technique was demonstrated using multiple complex grating designs. In each case, 
excellent matchup was seen between experiment and theory. Furthermore, the GA based inverse design 
technique was adapted for multilevel DOE design, and used to target an RCD structure. The GA search 
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demonstrated that the structure could not be achieved with a two-level DOE, and at least three levels 
were needed. An experimentally feasible DOE design was developed and fabricated. The targeted 
structure was achieved, and high quality matchup was seen between experiment and simulations. This 
demonstrated the potency of the combined GA based inverse design and NI-PnP approach. This 
concerted approach can now be used to design for and structures via PnP that were previously 
inaccessible — something that could perhaps be of great benefit for any number of scientific and 
technological applications.   
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5.7 Figures 
 
Figure 5.1: a,e) 1D grating profiled. b-d) Interference pattern generated at different heights of grating in 
a). f-h) Interference pattern generated at different heights of grating in b).  
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Figure 5.2: a) Schematic showing depth of DOE as f(x), and b) schematic of pixelation of 1D grating with 
period L into M pixels/period with lateral size t. 
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Figure 5.3: a) Schematic of grating as Fermi-Dirac comb convoluted with unit cell profile of grating, and 
b) Fourier of grating transmission function (cn) separated into g1 and g2 components. 
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Figure 5.4: |g2| vs. n for allowed gratings (M = 5) for a) 2 allowed levels, b) 3 allowed levels, c) 4 allowed 
levels and d) 100 allowed levels. Red lines indicate the gratings shown in Figure 5.5 a-d) respectively. 
 
a) b)
c) d)
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Figure 5.5:         for a) 2 allowed levels, b) 3 allowed levels, c) 4 allowed levels and d) 100 allowed 
levels.  
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Figure 5.6: Gratings and interference patterns generated by those. Gratings in a-d) correspond to red 
lines in a-d) in Figure 5.4 respectively. 
 
 
a) b)
c) d)
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Figure 5.7: : Schematic of NI-PnP. a) FIB diamond tip into desired shape, b) indent into photoresist with 
tip to create grating, c) expose grating, and d) post-bake and develop to reveal 3D structure.  
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Figure 5.8: : a) Ion-beam image of custom made diamond square punch, and b) top-view of 3D structure 
made via NI-PnP from punch in part a). 
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Figure 5.9: : a) SEM of FIB cuts made in 3D structure made via NI-PnP, b) cross-section of 3D structure 
and c) simulated 3D structure. 
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Figure 5.10: a) SEM of custom made punch, b) ion-beam top view of same punch, c-d) angled top-view 
of 3D structure made via NI-PnP using punch in a-b), e) cross-section of 3D structure and f) simulated 3D 
structure. 
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Figure 5.11: a) Target RCD structure and b) convex-hull plot of      vs      for designs found using two, 
three, four and five level DOE. c) DOE design for optimized three-level structure. High regions are dark 
(α), intermediate regions dark grey (β) and low regions light grey(γ). d) Structure generated by DOE in c). 
 
a)
c)
b)
d)   
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Figure 5.12: a) Ion-beam side-view of custom punch for RCD structure, b) SEM top view of same punch, 
c) SEM of grating made using punch in SU-8 photoresist and d) AFM of grating. 
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Figure 5.13: a) Cross-section of structure created using DOE shown in Figure 5.12, and b) simulated 
structure. 
 
a)
b)
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CHAPTER 6 
FABRICATION OF OPTICALLY ACTIVE HELICAL STRUCTURES VIA 
PROXIMITY FIELD NANO-PATTERNING‡ 
  
6.1 Introduction 
The applications of chiral 3D structures as optically active materials and chiral metamaterials have 
already been discussed in earlier chapters. Chiral 3D structures are typically fabricated with DLW [1–4]. 
Though high quality structure can be fabricated using this method, the technology is severely 
throughput and resolution limited. Both of these are of grave concern if chiral structures and chiral 
metamaterials are to graduate from an area of scientific curiosity to technological importance and 
application. Interference lithography in its various forms has often been promoted as the savior 
here [5,6]. It offers – at least in principle – the dual and simultaneous advantages of high and scalable 
throughput and resolution. However, this not yet been achieved or demonstrated with a repeatable and 
controlled setup. The single interference lithography demonstration of chiral structures comes from a 
HIL setup with a (6+1) beam umbrella configuration [7]. As discussed in Section 1.3.2, precise control 
over the relative phase between the different beams in such a configuration is critical. The chiral 
structures were demonstrated over a small area with low repeatability. 
In earlier chapters, GA based inverse design strategies for PnP have already been developed and 
demonstrated [8]. Variants of PnP (ePnP and NI-PnP) have also been developed and demonstrated for 
allowing access to solutions that were previously inaccessible. In this chapter, some of these techniques 
and strategies will be applied to demonstrate the fabrication of high quality and high throughput chiral 
                                                          
‡
 Aspects of the work presented in this chapter are under preparation for a manuscript also titled, “Fabrication of 
Optically Active Helical Structures via Proximity Field Nano-Patterning” 
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structures via PnP. Structures fabricated thus will be used as templates for inversion into other materials 
to improve the properties of interest of material. A roadmap for further improving the properties of the 
structures, and for scaling of those properties to every shorter wavelengths still will also be presented. 
6.2 DOE Design & Fabrication 
6.2.1 DOE Design Developed via GA Based Inverse Design Strategy 
In Chapters 3 and 4, DOE designs for the fabrication of chiral structures via PnP were developed with a 
GA based inverse design method. The target structures in those cases were direct helices for a negative 
tone photoresist with a fill fraction of 9-16% (dependent upon SAR, ρ and R). For such a target, the areas 
of constructive interference were required to create a unicontinuous helix. The target here was 
modified to helical air voids in a polymeric matrix – the areas of low intensity or destructive interference 
would need to create the unicontinuous helix contours. This permits the creation of a structure with a 
high fill fraction that will have higher structural stability than the lower fill fraction direct helices. 
Furthermore, this would require a single step rather than a double step inversion.  
The helical air void targeted here had      ⁄         ⁄  and          . The fill fraction of the 
structure was 84.9%. Since a high DOE thickness is needed for sufficient interference contrast while 
restricting the physical aspect ratio of the smallest feature to      , the unit cell of the DOE was set to 
a coarser     pixelation and the maximum allowed aspect ratio of the DOE was limited to that range. 
Other aspects of the methodology used were as described in Chapter 3. The details of the design 
developed and chosen can be seen in Figures 6.1 and 6.2.  
For           ,          and          ,        , and the size of each one of the pixels is 
           . The thickness of the DOE for this case then becomes        This corresponds to a 
maximum aspect ratio of about 1.2 for the DOE in this grating, which is well within the experimentally 
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practical bound. The interference contrast for this DOE was found to be         and          . The 
fitness of the solution (     ) was 87.1%. Though not as high as those created by ePnP, it is sufficient 
for two-photon PnP. Figure 6.1b shows the polymeric structure created by this DOE, and Figure 6.1c the 
inverse structure at that same fill fraction. The helical nature of the air voids created is manifest. The 
polarization parameters for this experiment are                  , and is plotted in Figure 6.1d.   
As an additional verification of the DOE, the intensity distribution created was also simulated with FDTD. 
Figure 6.2a and 6.2b depict the side view of the inverse structure at 84.9% fill simulated via FDTD and 
RCWA respectively. Clearly, the matchup between the two is excellent and should serve to expel any 
doubts about the veracity of RCWA for simulating PnP experiments. Figure 6.2c shows the histogram of 
the intensities created with such a DOE, and the ideal intensity threshold to be targeted. Figure 6.2d 
shows the intensity distribution created inside the photoresist for two unit cells of the structure. The 
significance of these shall be discussed in the experimental section of this chapter. 
6.2.2 Fabrication of Designed DOE 
The master for the DOE was fabricated via EBL, and then replicated into the SU-8 photopolymer by 
nano-imprinting though a h-PDMS inverse replica. The EBL master was fabricated as follows: 
 Substrate and Resist Preparation: A silicon wafer was used as the substrate. It was prepared by 
heating on a hotplate at 250°C for 15 minutes, followed by a UV-ozone treatment for another 
15 mins. PMMA (Mw = 950K; MicroChem Corp., Newton, MA) was used as the resist, and 
spuncoat at 1250rpm for 45seconds. The wafer was then baked at 180°C for 75seconds. 
Spectroscopic ellipsometry revealed the thickness of the PMMA coated thus to be          
 EBL: The EBL was done in-house (e_Line; Raith GmbH). The writing was performed at 20kV with 
a 30μm aperture. Proximity field effects were corrected by manual redesigns and dosage tests. 
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Base dosage used was 235μC/cm2. The write-fields were set to                       The 
aperture, focus and stigmatism were optimized using      colloids and collimation dots.  
  Development: Post-lithography, the samples were developed in 1:3 methyl isobutyl ketone to 
IPA for 45seconds followed by a pure IPA rinse for 60seconds. The samples were subsequently 
dried with a nitrogen gun. 
SEM of the EBL master design optimized and used can be seen in Figure 6.3. Inverse replicas of these 
masters in PDMS were then fabricated. The process used was based on a commonly used method [9–
12]. Minor yet critical changes had to be made to the process for preventing dewetting of the h-PDMS 
from the PMMA/Si master during the spin-coating stage.  
  Fluorination of Si/PMMA Master: Tridecafluoro-1,1,2,2-tetrahydrooctyl)trichlorosilane (T2492-
KG; United Chemical Technologies Inc., Bristol, PA) was used to create a self-assembled 
monolayer (SAM). Two drops were put at the bottom of a vacuum chamber with the master 
facing outwards. Vacuum was pulled for one minute and then shut off. The sample was left in 
the chamber for 60 minutes. Leaving the sample in the chamber for longer times will lead to 
dewetting in subsequent steps. 
 h-PDMS Formulation: 3.4g of VDT-731 is mixed with one drop of platinum-
divinyltetramethyldisiloxane complex in xylene and two drops of 1,3,5,7-
tetramethylcyclotetrasiloxane vigorously for ten minutes with glass stir rods. The mixture is 
degassed for 2 minutes, followed by the addition of 1g of HMS-301. The HMS-301 is the 
crosslinker for this high modulus PDMS. The sample is mixed for two minutes slowly while 
ensuring creation of as few bubbles as possible. The solution is immediately poured onto the 
sample mounted on a spin-coater. Bubbles are gently blown away from the region with the DOE 
with a nitrogen gun. The sample is spun at 500rpm for 30seconds, followed by 1000rpm for 40 
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seconds and 500rpm again for 30minutes. All chemicals is this step were acquired from Gelest 
Inc., Morrisville, PA.   
 Soft PDMS Backing: After spin-coating, the sample is baked at 55°C for 150seconds to lightly 
crosslink the h-PDMS. The sample is allowed to cool to room temperature and set in a plastic 
petri dish before 30 g of uncrosslinked PDMS (1:10 crosslinked, Sylgard 184; Dow Corning, 
Midland, MI) is poured on. Air bubbles created during mixing are removed with a nitrogen gun, 
and the sample is allowed to cure overnight. The sample is baked the next day at 55°C for 30 
minutes to ensure complete crosslinking. The PDMS is then cut and pulled from the master. This 
should be done while the sample is still warm for optimal feature replication.  
The PDMS mold that results can now be used for nano-imprinting into SU-8 photoresist. The SU-8 is 
prepared as described in Section 2.2.2. Two drops of ethanol are used to plasticize the epoxide based 
photoresist, and the PDMS mold is gently placed on the region. 10g of weight is applied on top of the 
PDMS, and left till the ethanol has evaporated and the imprint is set. This process typically takes 
between 45minutes to an hour. The sample thus prepared can now be used for PnP exposures.  
6.3 Fabrication of Helical Air Voids 
The PnP setup described in Chapter 2 was used. The horizontal polarization of the laser was changed to 
the desired elliptical polarization with a half waveplate and a quarter waveplate [13–15]. Assuming the 
fast-axes of both the waveplates are vertical, the relation between the         (set in the lab reference 
frame), and the angles of the waveplates (designated by    and   for the half and quarter waveplate 
respectively for the setup shown in Figure 2.6 can be expressed with the following equations: 
 
    
(   )
 
 6.1)  
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6.2)  
 
The SU-8 samples were prepared and processed as described in Section 2.2.2 with SU-8 2015. The post-
bake was performed at 60°C for 40 minutes. Exposure times were depended upon the quality and the 
shape of the optical mode, and varied between       seconds§. Figure 6.4 shows SEMs of cross-
sections of the structures created thus. It can be clearly seen from Figure 6.4a that 14 unit cells of the 
structure were patterned in a single exposure. Figure 6.4b shows an angled cut of the structure, and the 
chiral character of the air voids is evident.  
FDTD simulations (Figure 6.5a) were done to simulate the behavior of this structure under different 
handed circularly polarized light. Simulations showed that the structure would exhibit reflection peaks 
around 1.1μm and 1.4μm. However, there would be little selectivity between RCP and LCP for such a 
structure. This can be largely attributed to the fact that this structure has          . For purely 
dielectric structures, helices with shorter height-to-pitch are required in order to observe the Bragg 
effect for circular polarization leading to large optical activity. Polarized Fourier transform infrared 
spectroscopy (FTIR) measurements in transmission mode** can be seen in Figure 6.5b. As expected, the 
transmission spectra shows strong dips near 1.1μm and 1.4μm, and little difference is observed in the 
behavior of the structure under RCP and LCP illumination.  
The quality and the chiral character of the structures fabricated using this method can be appreciated 
further with Figure 6.6. The chiral structures were fabricated using the same methodology described 
above, but in 5μm of photoresist and are examined with FIB/SEM. The fabricated structure is cut with a 
small angle (    ) relative to the lattice of the grating used and the registered structure underneath. 
                                                          
§
 2mJ pulses at 1KHz with             with     beam diameter.  
**
 15X, 0.4NA objective aperture to 75μm diameter area of illumination. 
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Multiple images were taken and stitched, and are presented in Figure 6.6c. This image allows for the 
visualization of different slices through the 3D structure in a single image. A similar cut is applied to the 
simulation of the 3D structure and is shown in Figure 6.6b. Figure 6.6a shows the top-down view of the 
simulated structure in 6.6b) to illustrate the location of the cut. Moving laterally in Figures 6.6b and 
6.6c), the helical nature of the air voids is evident. Furthermore, there is extraordinary matchup in finer 
properties of the structure created (the asymmetric nature of the helical void). The helical void at its 
narrowest is about      in diameter and has been replicated in the structure almost perfectly. It is also 
worth noting and stressing here that this result was not an isolated or singular occurrence. Given 
reliable and adequately optimized operation of the light source, such structures can be and were 
fabricated regularly with consistent sizes, shapes and yields. Considering that these results were 
obtained with commercial photoresist, doubts are raised about the claim that DLW is resolution limited 
by photoresist rather than by the intrinsic physics of the technique. 
6.4 Inversion of Chiral Templates into Alumina 
As discussed in earlier chapters, interference lithography is an excellent method for fabricating large 
area high resolutions templates that can then be inverted into other materials to impart functionality. 
Inversion via Al2O3 atomic layer deposition (ALD) is one such method [16–18]. This method offers the 
advantage of high quality inversion, while permitting the ability to fine-tune the optical response of the 
ensuing structure by fine control over pore-sizes, density and effective dielectric constant. The chiral 
structural fabricated via PnP that is described in the previous section serves as an excellent template for 
inversion using this method. Since the structure fabricated consists of helical air voids, a single inversion 
would create direct helices.  
The schematic of the process flow can be seen in Figure 6.7a-b. The template – unicontinuous helical air 
voids – are infilled with Al2O3 via ALD with the following recipe: 
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Table 6.1: Al2O3 ALD Recipe 
Precursor Pulse (seconds) Exposure (seconds) Pump (seconds) 
Water 0.03 1 65 
Trimethylaluminum 0.03 1 65 
 
450 cycles of this process were performed that led to about 58nm of Al2O3. The polymeric structure was 
then removed with a two-step RIE process. The step used inductively coupled plasma (ICP) RIE to 
remove the Al2O3 overlayer. This process was done with 15sccm BCl3, 5sccm Ar at 3mTorr with RF1 
power of 20W and RF2 power of 300W for 8 minutes. The second step of the RIE was performed at 
350mTorr at 100W under 10sccm O2 for 120 minutes. This step served to remove the polymerized SU-8 
without impacting the Al2O3 shell. Some SU-8 was left behind to serve as an anchor for the structure. 
The top-view of the resultant structure can be seen in Figure 6.7c, and the direct chiral structure in a 
hexagonal lattice is clear. Figure 6.8a shows FIB cross-sections of the resultant structure. As in Figure 
6.6c, the structure here is also deliberately cut with a small angular mismatch to the lattice. From the 
image the inversion into high quality large area uniform structures with over ten repeating units in the 
Z-direction is clear.  
FDTD simulations of the structure can be seen in Figure 6.8b. These simulations assumed that the target 
helical structure with uniform wire width. The design also neglected the air voids created inside the 
structure as a consequence of conformal deposition and pinch-off into a structure with asymmetric 
pores. The simulations also assumed that the helix was composed entirely of Al2O3. The execution of 
simulations with the non-ideal designed structures composed of materials with dispersion was found to 
be both computationally expensive and impractical to implement. However, these simulations still hold 
merit as indicators of qualitative behavior. The simulations indicated that little optical activity would be 
created. FTIR measurements also showed no polarization selective behavior. However, this ability to 
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invert into Al2O3 still serves an important purpose, one that will be elaborated upon in a latter section of 
this chapter. 
6.5 Inversion of Chiral Templates into Metals via Electrodeposition 
Chiral metamaterials have already been discussed in Chapter 1. One of the more interesting applications 
of chiral metamaterials has come in form of metallic helices that exploit plasmonic and photonic effects 
to function as broadband polarizers. Yet far, such structures have been fabricated via DLW and 
consequently have been limited to multi-micron pitches. As a result, the optical responses have been 
mostly observed in the near-mid IR regimes without a clear roadmap to fabricate structures with finer 
pitches to shift the responses bluewards.  
PnP offers an exciting alternative here. The fabrication of helical air voids with a pitch of 771nm and 
          has already been demonstrated. Such structures can be used as a template for inverting 
into metals via electrodeposition. Figure 6.10 depicts the results of FDTD simulations for metallic helices. 
The simulations assume the target helical model with the uniform wire radius set in the SU-8 polymer 
matrix. The simulation in Figure 6.9a-b assumed 2 unit cells in the Z-direction of silver, while Figure 
6.10a-b is the same simulation for gold. Clearly such structures would start exhibiting broadband 
polarization selective behavior beginning in the near IR and extending to the mid IR. 
To fabricate such structures, the helical air voids were fabricated on an ITO coated glass substrate 
(             ; Colorado Concept Coatings, Boulder CO). The structures were fabricated using 
SU-8 2005 to achieve a 5μm thick milk of SU-8 sufficient for replication of about 3 Z-unit cells of the 
structure. The substrates were cleaned with solvents and then RIE cleaned (20sccm O2, 50mTorr at 
100W for 15 minutes) before spin-coating for adequate adhesion. Exposures were performed under 
similar conditions as described in Section 6.4, and the samples were post-baked on a hotplate at 95°C 
for 25seconds. Pulsed electrodeposition was done with commercial solution for gold and silver. 
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Preliminary results from silver electrodeposition can be seen in Figure 6.10b. Though the growth was 
initially found to be sporadic, the areas where electrodeposition occurred showed good metallic helical 
structures. The sporadic growth was attributed to a combination of inadequate infiltration/wetting of 
the aqueous electrodeposition solution inside the isolated unicontinuous helical pores and to residue 
left behind on the substrate that served as a barrier layer for electrodeposition. Better growth was 
observed for gold electrodeposition by pre-immersing in CO2 before immersion into the aqueous 
electrodeposition solution [19].  
Figure 6.10c shows a structure fabricated using this method. Multiple unit cells of the helical structure 
were filled with gold. Figure 6.11a shows a structure partly infiltrated (roughly 1 unit cell in the Z-
direction) with gold, and the properties measured for that structure. There exists a clear and marked 
behavior in the behavior of the two different handed circular polarizations. Though the behaviors 
diverge over a broad range of wavelengths beginning roughly where expected, the difference of the 
magnitude does not match up with the difference observed in simulations. This difference could be 
attributable to non-uniform and insufficient growth of the metal, and to the difference in the behavior 
between the model uniform helices simulated against the actual non-uniform wire diameter helices 
fabricated. This result is still a clear indicator of the potency of this technique. 
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6.7 Figures 
 
Figure 6.1: a) X-Y profile of grating designed to produce helical air voids via PnP (raised (dark grey) and 
recessed (light grey)). Single unit-cell outlined in red. b) Structure created in negative tone SU-8 
photoresist, c) inverse of structure shown in b), and d) polarization of exposure. 
 
b)                         c)                               d)
a)
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Figure 6.2: a) Side-view of inverse structure simulated via FDTD, b) side-view of structure simulated via 
RCWA, c) histogram of intensities created by design shown in Figure 6.1, and d) 3D intensity distribution 
created by structure. 
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Figure 6.3: a-b) SEMs of EBL master 
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Figure 6.4: a-b) Fabricated helical air-void structure in SU-8 photoresist. 
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Figure 6.5: a) FDTD simulations for helical air-void structure, and b) measurements made using polarized 
FTIR. 
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Figure 6.6: a) X-Y view of simulated structure, b) titled view of same simulated structure, and c) 
fabricated structure. 
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Figure 6.7: a) Schematic of inversion via ALD, and b) top-view of structure inverted into alumina. 
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Figure 6.8: a) FIB cross-section of inverted structure, and b) FDTD simulations of structure. 
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Figure 6.9: FDTD simulations for helical structures set in an SU-8 matrix composed of a-b) silver and c-d) 
gold. 
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Figure 6.10: Electrodeposition of a) silver and b) gold into helical air void templates. 
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Figure 6.11: a) Gold electrodeposition through helical air void template and b) optical response of 
structure under polarized reflection mode FTIR. 
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CHAPTER 7 
CONCLUSIONS  
  
The ultimate goal of this work was to develop design and fabrication strategies to expand the scope of 
the technique of proximity field nano-patterning. A genetic algorithm based inverse design strategy is 
developed to allow the ability to design PnP experiments to target nearly arbitrary structures. ePnP and 
NI-PnP are developed and demonstrated to expand the realm of structures that are fabricable 
experimentally and theoretically. Ultimately, the potency of this technique is demonstrated by the first 
demonstration of chiral structures fabricated by PnP. 
The forward relationships between the diffractive optics used and the structures created by PnP are well 
understood analytically and can be easily executed computationally. However, the inverse relationship is 
significantly more complicated, and the inability to design PnP experiments to target desired structures 
has long been considered its Achilles’ heel. Here, a genetic algorithm based inverse strategy is designed 
and developed that permits the ability to target any arbitrary structure – a significant step-up from the 
previous heuristic design strategies that served to exploit target structure symmetries in DOE design. 
Enhanced contrast PnP is also developed in this work to address issues associated with experimental 
feasibility. Fine DOE features are often required in order to achieve tight control over the interference 
pattern. These are associated with low diffraction efficiencies, leading to low interference contrast that 
makes the recording of the final 3D structure difficult. The effective diffractive efficiency is increased by 
the directional deposition of a high refractive index material on the grating used as the DOE. This 
increases the effective diffraction efficiency by concentrating power away from the 00th transmitted 
order into the reflected and diffracted orders. This allows for the continued use of finely featured 
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gratings with low aspect ratios without sacrificing the effective diffraction efficiency and the closely 
related 3D interference contrast. 
Nano-indentation proximity field nano-patterning is also developed and demonstrated in this work. The 
interference patterns generated and recorded are heavily depended on the DOE, and bilevel gratings are 
the most commonly used form of DOE for PnP. This severely limits the 3D structure motif design room 
available. Nano-indentation lithography is demonstrated as a potent way of fabricating gratings with 
multiple levels or with complex surface topologies. Fourier imaging principles are used to depict the 
design room advantage gained from this. The genetic algorithm based inverse design approach is 
coupled with NI-PnP to design for and fabricate a rod-connected diamond structure not achievable with 
the standard bilevel gratings.  
The penultimate chapter of this work deals with the fabrication of chiral structures via PnP. Helical air 
voids are fabricated with PnP. This is the first demonstration of chiral structures via PnP, and the first 
repeatable demonstration of chiral structures with the broader technique of interference lithography. 
The structures are fabricated with a sub-micron pitch and are considerably finer that anything that can 
be achieved via competitors such as direct-laser writing. Furthermore, the designs developed permit for 
scale-downs to shorter size-scales still with existing infrastructure and knowledge. The chiral structures 
are also inverted into other materials to enhance their optical activity. Such structures could enable a 
broad range of applications for chiral structures that are responsive at ever shorter wavelengths still. 
Ultimately, however, this work endeavors to reenergize the application of proximity field nano-
patterning as a microfabrication technique with wider scope and application. A broad and 
comprehensive design and fabrication toolkit is developed and presented for the same, and it is hoped 
that this work was not entirely in vain. 
